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ePt Varsity, Alums Clash
In 2nd Annual Battle

Campus Coeds Star
In First Derby Day

II

By CAROL SWENSEN
Society tauter
or die first time on campus, the SJS chapter of Sigma Chi
ill present an idea Derby Daywhich has become
frateriiii,
g other chapters throtial
t the United States
troditien
’minding at the University of California in 1901.
The entrants, sororities and women’s dormitories. (sill he
eorniteting in 10 events tomorrow at Spartan Stadium for three
trophies. intik idual ribbons for the %inners of each
1.,
tiopM ler the Derby ,

ASB Council
Vote Boosts
Loan Fund

Campus Chest Comprises
Student Aid, United Fund
Campus foreign students studying in the
be United States and the exchange of
! en as a most welcome and Monies is not to his advantage, nor
is money easily sent from foreign
se gesture by
our foreign
countries to ours. On this last day
fits on campus,"
commented of the campaign, I urge all stuHAIM, Persky, foreign student
dents to contribute what they can."
Tabulation of proceeds from the
I tr S the laM
day of a week - campaign will not be announced
Chest
campaign until all expected funds are in, anthe
Community nouneeel Wade Fesdick, chairman
tiouittee. The proceeds of the Community Serviees remtold raising drive will mittee.
Fosdick,
to
According
eireien student aid and many organizations will be decidsour’.
ing whether they will contribute
’,rita to "Say Yea to to the Chest during the early week
chest," Dr. PerskY meetings. "Inter -fraternity Conn-1, "One of the most ell will be voting this week," said
estas to international Fosdick, "whether they will conand understanding is tribute to the fund." lie cont
sschange of students he- "Panhellenic Council donated $150
the Uniteel States and counto the (’heat last week, and I urge
t1 the world. Finenebil
prob- any organization to consider the
es continiuel
harassment to importance of the drive."
,,

the

know,

would

F

Ill I

pia of Die ancient Greek Games
All the pageantry and k
annual
%Ion
a ill undergo all extreme
spartan 11.4111es take. pkoe lo.niormyv aftereoon in Spartan
Stadium.
radminatine the has% astisities tvill be the Alumni -Varsity
a,
1a-11
football
football
:1.itile a ill be a Is
. ’,lc!
I’l
attest between the old-timers
siel the current Spartan eleven.
%1 itaiels tit the events I passing,
ti oor,i1 kicking and punting)
it.:,-.(1,rizan
all ser
tive token prizes. accordet Athletic Director Bob
ing

SJS Mermen
Get NCAA
Trip Funds

I decide which is tlie best tieeorated
’felts, ale Fie cents rind admit ’ pleago
\ TEsT
DERBY DARLIN’
ote te 11,0111 Derby Day and Spartan Ganes, They may be pur- One participant from ea,ii
ssased in the Student Affairs ing center, attired in short shorts.
llusiness Office, TH16, from a apes
(Continued on Page 4)
Oat teeth outside the cafeteria or
Iii" 55
esitro Ii ss sHAIRSIEN
Chairnian tor Derby Day is
Larry Brunner and the field
,events chairman is John Youngetleol They and the other members it Sigma (’hi have brought
dierle Bay to the SJS campus to
isetinete itaternity and independnt 0,1,1/M1lb in" and provide an
Student Council laer,ted
"good clean corn- student loan funds up $25.000 :it
/ijese’lliiiitS I.
sone),
a
Wednesday’, tuieel ing
Iso begins at 110011 and $2,0110 to the United ssos
.s. I
sell ode’s! until 2ill when Spar- Fund. This additional allocateei
est -seas the Varsity
will bring next year’s total tunds
I .:111 game. All pro- available to $125,000.
the Spartan FaunLarson.
According
to Steve
thletic scholarship. council chairman, the loan pro.. ts which will test gram was initiated this year and
’Ind skill among the has proven to be one ASH service
sreups, include the that has been directly beneficial
to students.
In other action:
TEN EVENTS
Edward Gibson and Bruce Mackiii RELAY
- Each relay
Donald were appointed to the
’a ii
-insist of four women.
Fairness Committee and Student
sill shrub into a sack and
, ’,mar,’ the other two women. Activities Board, respectively.
Hauck emphasized that the liteaching the end of the field,
brary’s moving plans during Eashe given to the other
sn anti they will hop to the ter vacation have been adjusted
to accommodate students needing
niits
ot
h DRESS -- Each girl to use the library for research.
Council approved five 196:1-fsl
15 yards, pick up a
Treas--tunic, quickly put budgets, presented by ASH
Jim Sparling. They were
oirn to the finish urer
"ill be judged ac- College Union. $14,517: ComtismCommittee.
$1.St
Service
ity
,.,.tiness
Freshman Camp, $1,150; Honer,
seirt» Ern:
- One woman
Convocation, $800.
Jni.: center will try
Debate was extended one week
cut-out silhouette
for Election Cede and Visiting
onts the ideal coed
Scholar bills.
otstied by Youngblood.
Debate was extended two weeks
(1111 bt.7% R.10E
Remember for a class government hill which
sleeks used in the pre- calls for the formation of two
, nt,
Derby Chicken committees made up of the two
’ They’re no longer lower and two upper classes to
. will be placed in a replace the abolished class structits ene woman from each
tures..
osttei will trs to get her
chairman ot
Pete McGrath.
’Se circle first
Campus Problems Committee, said
In,
his group considered the bill and
et I 1144: - Three did not think it was an adequate
soup will have replacement for the ateelishet1
II to decorate a structures.
Other plans are ex , Ise with their own I peeled to be presented to routed
-names. Judges will soon.

I

Two of last year’s winners are
neasies on the Alumni. Dave
1Stnillas t passing I and Mary McKean , field veal kicking,.

Noe Ja seed f sas
a, :. :sit ion
Bet INZ VS (CINFIDENT
for the 440 freestyle relay. foul
.
r .
with Bill
1.- ,:i!:. ’.’.’.members of the SJS swimming
Ii ii
and
Tiny
Hartranft.
team will fly to Raleigh, North
ashes the graduates, is confiCarolina. Tuesday to vie in th,
s . Sat a reversal of last year’s
National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
...f-lT ..arsits victory will he evi, Championships slateel for Vednesti, tt, .- ’ ’Jmorr, Av.
afternoon
will
team
tomorrow
alumni
be
on
the
after
picking
up
(41)
is
stopped
TOM DOSLAK
day through Sunday.
L soing this outburst of optiwhen it tackles the 1963 version of the San Jose
five yards in last year’s Varsity-Alumni game
Student Owned allocated SI st,I .
.
,..
ix of the
i irteli
qua
h return
varsity. The game, held in conjunction with
which the undergrads won 27-15. In on the play
at a special ineetuss yestertias ’ . 1,,.....
tSJSe
evil’.
8,000
fans
to
Derby Day, should attract some
are Herb Yamasaki (33) of the grads and Johnny
, cover the team’s expenses.
liss so the formidable sextet is
Spartan Stadium. Game time is 230
Johreort (31 of the varsity. Johnson and Doslak
Apianain. a hi, directed 535
The lequest was presented at 1,,,
in .1952.
s odnesday’s eeekls council meet- ti, , ,,iie ei.3
slate
but was ruled out of order beIt Aplanalp fails to respond efse i vvas not piesented to the . fectivelv, Bronzan can go with
tc
hairman or Financial Ad- .
Chon Gri. Helms, whn led the
’ isory Board one week prior to the
tion in total passing yardage in
According to
meeting.
’61 and played for pay with the
Steve
Larson,
council
chairman.
Continues
Voting
Orphan;
Oakland Raiders last year.
members did not have enough time
AERIAL ATTACK
to review the request at WelineSMoney received from penny vot- month to support Monjuri. The
Regardless of whoa: throwing the
,
day’s meeting.
support
her
through
class
hopes
to
will
Doll
today
Soph
ing
for
the
Two more ant LS:: ’N signs went
I
At yestei day’s meeting, Bob PI- ’ passes the veterans are bound to
help support the sophomore class December. Miss Robinson said that
up this week -both in Markham
sano, sophomore representative, have a top flight aerial attack with
after that the class would decide
orphan Monjuri Biswas.
asked Bob Brveszan, athletic di- such talented receivers as Billy
Hail.
,
Votes may be cast in front of if it should continue to support
rector, why the request had not WO:sem Merle Flattley and Chuck
Cary Koegle. a freshman, placed the cafeteria and bookstore. The Monjuli.
been presented sooner through Elder.
Monjuri
is
a
14
-year-old
sixth
doll
will
be
announced
a large sign bearinis "I Oppose the vi-inning
The offense will be bolstered by
proper channels.
UNs in his window facing 10th Monday in the cafeteria between
Bronzan explained that the nth - the running ability Of Ron Hiram,
3
2,30 and 4 p.m. when the 4 Shay
let to department did not have Matt Vujevich. Stan Beasley. Ray
folksinging group will perform.
enough specific data to present the Norton, Johnny Johnson and Tom
s
o. Go Horne" sign, in
The sophomore class ad,ipted
request. "Swimming, unlike track Doslak.
letters. was put tip Monjuri last semester as a ,lires.
Bronzan strengthened his ofand other sports, does not have a
1.,.’ freshman, Al Mason, !project, Nancy Robinson reports.
natienal clearing house." he said. fensive line yesterday by recruitstI s,. facing Moulder Hall. Miss Robinson handles the etirreCommenting on ceuncirs ing San Jose City Colleee grid
I
rphan.
dealing ,s .
sindence
pr
t \Seine Republican. put
tse
Wednesday (revision. ASH Pres. mentte-s Harley DOW lilass of. 491
’t
,
1’
She otitl that
’
ii .
,11, 1,ecal/Se "the
Bill Hauck said, "Wo do not dis- and Jim Wheelehan 1:51.,
agree with the validity of sending
Oly tailed to acts- o
VOIR PROFESSIONALS
tt nee ise
pezi
the team to the swim meet, but
Fur Alumni linemen played prodemonstrated in its set
when a slim like $2.000 is Involved, fessional hall last season. They
cent attack on Katanga."
members
shttuld
council
have are, John Sierra San Francisco
Sam Obregon, MUN Secretaryenough time to review the re- 49ers: Jim Cadile, Chicago Bears;
general, commented that "apparquest."
Dan Colchico, 49ers and Leon
ently Mason dies not have all the
According
to
Tom
O’Neill, Donohue. 49ers.
information on what really hap’
swimming coach who will accomFred Lindsey. who played with
pany the team to the meet, said both Bronzan and Bob Titchenal
learl Ii al.olowdo ,( ;It
that the team’s 3:17.4 time is sur- hack in ’44, handles the kicking
ti
, this year’s Audubon WildlifeI
passed only by Yale, Michigan duties and, at 42. is the oldest
I series when he brines his
:tele
State and Minnesota.
member.
I with the Wilderness" to Morris
MONJURI
y
elia
Sat
A
IB
)1. WS
Audtorium
tonight
D
. . . soph class orphan
Conservation is the theme of
this color film, which combines crick. student who lives in the
sound effects and time-lapse tea- Nazareth Orphan:lee near Cal I tures to show what natural won- cut ta. India.
AMNESTY ORDER 11AI* FREE CARDINAL MINDSZENTY
"Tic ket sake; seem to be going tiers are lost vihen a forest falls
The Nazareth Orphrmatze is part
BUDAPEST. Hungary ,UP11 -11tingarian Premier and Commuwell, was Senior Class President , under a power saw attack or a of the Christian Children’s Fund,
nist Party Chief Janos Radar yesterday announced a sweeping amBruce Macpherson’s comment en prairie is transformed into a Inc., which supports an.00n chilnesty order which observers felt possibly could lead to Roman Catholic
suburb.
’Irma all over the world.
bid sales for tomorrow night’s
Primate Cardinal Joszef Mindszenty gaining freedom.
This program will be timely
study is his Moniurfs
favorite
Junior-Senior Ball in the Chem- I since the Wilderness Bill has been
The amnesty order followed a government shakeup announced at
tor. Her chore is to asleep, and
Pagne and Peacock rooms of the I introduced into the new Congress," she enjoss plasing ball games. Both the Hungarian Parliament’s first session since last month’s national
elect ions.
pointed out Dr. Arnold G. Apple- of her parents died of TR.
Mark Ilopkins Hotel,
Althotieh Cardinal Mindszenty’s alleged crimes, which included
Tickets air $3 and are sold at , earth. chairman of the spin treason and espionage, were excluded from the amnesty order. Radar
booths in front of the cafeteria and, Audubon Wildlife Film Cons
said those persons ineligible for amnesty could ask for mercy inataslowski has written a
bookstore and in T1116. the Stio I
dividually.
I nature column. "Naturalist A
dent Affairs Business Offire,
Cardinal Mindszents was arrested by the Communist government
Macithei son was optimistic about in the Cinrinnati Enquirer ft s the
in Budapest on Dee. 27. 1948 and charged with trea,on, espionage
,14is
rony Ran7 ,
reaehing the goal of selling 300 last 25 years and has been a lerm - dao sat; in the hilarieus laugh - and black market dealings. He was sentenced to life imprisonment
reported turer in nature stud(’ at the
bids. Personnel in
riot. "The Mating Game," tonight Feb. 8, 1949.
175 tickets sold. This total doesn’t versify of Cincinnati
BRACER() PROGRAM VP FOR RENEWAL
Most of his professional life has at 7:30 in TH:55
, include tiokets sold at booths and
SACRAMENTO , UPI ,
Elimination of the Bracer() program
ben devoted to traveling and Phi,Admission to the Friday Flick
living eentere.
would leave California farmers in an uncertain situation regarding
The Del Courtney Rand will en. tographing North American wild- is 25 cents and a student Feely
alternate sources of labor.
tertain at the defies.. The ball will life. The t’ S. Army Air Corps card
The University of California’s Giannim Foundation made that
The rollicking film features an
last from 9 ; sm. to 1 a.m. The, made use of his skill for two and
dams, is tepen to all students. Dress I a half serirs by sending him on internal revenue agent, a shrewd point this week in its crash repert on the farm labor supply problem.
The report was prepared at the request of the State Board
is suit, for men and cocktail (It(t)ambl.).a rt oarseni:ak.-eFrtartneNe aa-nt (hi AAufsrti;:iaa, farmer and the farmer’s daughter
of
in boisterous Mack Sennett slap- Agriculture in an effort to determine, what the consequences would
dress,s for WoMell.
as a motion picture eameraman.
he if Congress declines to extend the Mexican national
at lek sit tia t ions.
program.
Much of his motion hut Lire footThe fun benzins when a malieious Hearings on the program, which expires at the end of this year,
age has been used by Walt Disney neighbor brines a tax agent to begin in Washington next Wednesday.
The, Oreille Castellano, San .lose in his "True I.ife Adventure" series. investigate
his
neighbor’s
tax
The economists said. -there is no doubt that if the brarero proState Spanish club, will hold an in- "Mystery Lake," "Nature’s Half eVa.t ion.
gram were to he abruptly terminated, the impact would he intense
itiation party tonight at 8:30 at Acre" and "Across the Wide MisThe agent iRandall) becomes
They said the consequences would fall directly on operators in
the home of Linda Nash, 613 souri" are some of the productions Involved with the spring season, crops which rely hea(ily on
supplemental Mexican labor, but that
Marion Place, Palo Alto. Admis- for which he has done wildlife some homemade liquor and Miss others would also be hurt in
the increased competition for the
sion is $1.
filming.
, Reynolds.
domestic supply.

’Anti-MUN’ Signs
Found on Windows
At Markham Hall
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Deaf Comment
It’s Like This . . .
At the risk of being accused of reaching for the crying
towel, it seems worth mentioning that apparently it’s something of an open AttilA011 on Spartan Daily. Hardly a day passes
that doesn’t bring a fresh criticism. To be sure. a neuspaper,
be it a college weekly or a metropolitan daily. must expect
that it will receise critieisin from its readers. Criticisms, constructis e ones, are y.elcomeil for journalism is a continuous
learning situation. Readers’ criticisms. if well me
g and intelligent, can be an effective measurement of how well or badly
a newspaper is serving its readers.
This, we feel. is the rationale behind a col
such as
Thrust and Parry. The letters that arrive from students and
faculty interested enough to comment on the ne%spaper indicate that they are concerned with the publication. The Daily
welcomes letters that point out areas of weakness, for it must
be remembered that Spartan Daily is a practical laboratory
workshop in journalism. Professional standards are constantly
sought. despite the fact that every member of Spartan Daily
staff also is burdened with other classes, term reports and
midterms.
Apparently. however, this means nothing to many persons
on this campus who are entirely without knowledge of what
we stress the word
is invoked in the production of a daily
’daily’ newspaper. A vast number of persons working in
many areas are concerned with the production of Spartan
Daily. They include reporters, editors, photographers. ad personnel. photoengravers. typesetters and make-up men. It can
be seen, then. that the production of Spartan Daily requires
many persons performing many different tasks at many different times.
For the moment, though, let’s forget about this complex
production procedure and concentrate on content. What
should a college newspaper contain? Ask 1000 different persons this question and 1000 different answers will probably
result. Views differ widely on what is news. Some declare that
more national and international news should be carried in
Daily, while others maintain that only campus events should
be printed. We attempt. on Daily, to achieve a balance between these two opposing views. Admittedly, we are not always
successful.
We wish to stress again, however, that no one on Spartan
Daily is reaching for the crying towel. As men and women
seriously contemplating a career in journalism, we have conic
to expect criticism each day. Yet we can fully sympathize
with anyone incorrectly represented in the press, for it shows
that further training, research and checking are called for.
Often criticism is fully deserved, but just as often it is not.
Responsibility and maturity seem to be two appropriate words
here, not only for the college or professional journalist. but
also for the so-called critic of the press. We are fully confident
that the time will never come on Spartan Daily when constructive. valid criticisms and suggestions, offered in good
faith, will not be taken into serious consideration.
To so-called "criticisms and suggestions" aimed at Spartan
Daily in other campus publications and by many canqms
groups. often, we feel, sound too much like well calculated
jabs. They are not constructive, they are not well meaning
and they do nothing to aid each semester’s new Spartan Daily
staff produce a paper that will serve the best interests of
students and faculty of San Jose State.
We feel that far too often in the past Spartan Daily has
been something of a scapegoat. a catch-all for the complaints,
grudges and misunderstandings that have occurred. To put it
bluntly, Spartan Daily has just been pushed around too much.
Perhaps it’s time for uninformed critics to take a more
educated look before they leap.
B. P.

Yemen New
Middle East
Sore Thumb

Even without the aid of daylight savings time, 8 p.m. is no
longer evening at SJS as far as
classes are concerned.
Glenn S. Dumke, chancellor
of the California state college
system. announced last fall that
the school day will officially
last from 7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
and SJS along with the other
California state colleges put the
policy into effect this spring semester.

The decision is largely an administrative one, meaning in effect that evening and day classes
will no longer fall under separate programs, but will be dealt
with as a single unit.
Besides preventing duplication
of administrative operation, the
fusing of the two programs results in higher utilization both
of the faculty and college facilities and broadens the range of
classes to be scheduled in the
evening.
The change is an indication of

. . . Not Lyke This

The various sections of the Department of Journalism and
Adevrtising here at SJS usually get along pretty well. We on the
Spartan Daily realize that the Advertising Staff is by and large
finks, but they du sell the ads that put most of the paper in the
black so we tolerate them.
Similarly, we know perfectly well that the KSJS News Staff
is bums, particularly when we get a story at the same time and
they broadcast it while we don’t hit the streets until the next morning. As with the Ad Staff, we tolerate them.
Once in a while, though, a singularly idiotic piece of immature
journalism makes it to the light of day, and then it is time to get
serious and ask what this busines of reporting the news requires
in terms of intelligence, comprehension and competence.
The question can with benefit be asked again today, because
of a little journalistic gem which appears in the current Lyke
Magazine titled "September Deadline," by a very attractive brownhaired young lady by the name of Inger Ruud.
Unfortunately, for Lyke, attractiveness and feminine charm are
no substitutes for ability in journalism. "September Deadline,"
amply proves this, as it paints a rose-colored picture of the wonderful lack of discrimination in the SJS Greek System, and pulls
out the big black brush for a few quiet( swipes at the Spartan Daily.
"For some reason." the article blandly states, "SJS’ priceless
newspaper, the Spartan Daily, unintentionally gave the erroneous
impression of classifying these two new fraternal groups by putting
a discriminating label on themas if they were exceptional curiosities exhibited in an antique shop with a sign saying: ’Look Only:
do not touch!’ You might hurt yourself if you do. It follows, of
course, that you would stay away."
"According to the Daily," it says, "Sigma Alpha Mu is a Jewish
fraternity and Omega Psi Phi is a Negro fraternity. Baloney!"
"One must admit," Lyke goes on, "that their founding fathers

Editor:
I am a member of the Arab
American Club. I wish to express my opinion on the club

meetings which are not fair to

all of the members.
A few of the meetings which
have been held have not been
open to some members. The
reasoning behind this criticism
is as follows: this week on
Wednesday a meeting was held
to vote on the constitution.
Most of the members who received cards to attend the meeting most likely would have
voted in favor of the constitution. The people who attended
were favorites of the club officers.
I wish the school would send
someone to work along with
some of the members of the
club who are not elected by its
members not by officers, to
change the consttiution.
I would like to know when
there is to be a meeting and
why the notices of meetings are
not published in the paper. Why
are cards not sent to all members? Is this club for some of
its members or for all Arab
American students?
I wish the school would take
some action on the conduct of
the club.

of moving cquiPment
into
Central

Wing. After
all
North and South Wings
sufficed for a year and h:
Is it conceivable
brary staff could not e
the end of the semest,.;
enjoying their newly
arga,
domain?

We realize that the
SJS :
brary Is one of the
the area; we are air
the complications
moving all the
equipment
great. However, there may
in existence at least
One
available to do the job
at
time that is convenient
for ti
17,000 students (such as
bet%
the end of the semester

beginning of summer schr,.
rather than a time which
convenient for a single fat.
Research includes the ava
ability and use of many stadll
ied. sources. How may a qui,
obtain complete saiect os.1
age if the material from sill

he must draw is not availd
to him? This reseal...1i
esti
the leviewing of not just a
It
books. Miss Joyce Backus
proposed a system of applic
tions, slips, permits. etc., a
supposedly is meant to facilia
research during this proms
move. It seems that this c
result, however, in mass co
fu.sion.
Let’s see the ASP, direct e
forts toward the prevention I

FIRST U.N. VISITOR
were. respectively. Jewish and Negro. But who today on such a
Ralph J. Bunche, the U.N.
liberal, open-minded campus as SJS, with its 17.000 intelligent,
undersecretary who was the
independent thinking, cares about archaic traditions and silly rules?
architect of the uneasy, 13-yearOne must realize that we now live in the ’modern ’60’s.’"
old Palestine truce agreement,
Yes, Lyke, that’s a good question. Who does care about such
A11111. said Al-Khayat
was sent to Yemen earlier this
archaic traditions and silly rules? Certainly not people like the
this injustice.
month by Secretary-General U
ASH 53
ordinance
housing
a
fair
pass
refused
to
which
San Jose City Council
Thant. While Yemen has been a
Jerry Raetin. .111(1137
several
SJS
the
owners
of
not
just a few months ago. Certainly
member of the organization
David Hasidim. A2942
Yet More Protests
boarding houses who "flunked" a little test prepared last year by
since 1947, Bunche was the first
the Congress On Racial Equality, where teams of Caucasian students
Nick Johnson, A5483
U.N. official ever to visit it.
About the Library
were shown rooms moments after Negro students had been told no
He found strange things. He
Les Francis, A7208
Editor:
rooms were available. And certainly, certainly, not the thousands
was welcomed at Taiz airport by
Monte
Hohkins, B17764
why
the
understand
We cannot
of open-minded Caucasian Christian fraternity gentlemen who
a throng of thousands, chewing
Ronald Taylor. A5263
library must be closed during
will now, Lyke hopes, leap with both feet to welcome SJS’ two
narcotic leaves. Animal spirits,
Easter vacation for the purpose
Garry [tennis, A2052
newest "fraternal organizations."
mob psychology and the exhilirating green leaves produced such 1,064.11:060,70.4444erfArSSWASKeetsteelSWortolrWeWeWsWiriiiitTiOUVIPtieGI4G4GOOGGGINAVGIGGIGGIalsoleGfleVieW406410
a frenzy that Bunche and his
escorts were in personal danger.
It took three hours for his officially-protected car to make a
normal half-hour trip from the
airport to the city.
Later, Bunche was greeted by
for the complete collog ite experienct
a contingent of sheikhs, each of
CENTRAL CHURCH
worship this Sunday at
whom exercises absolute authority over his own band of nomads.
Au
OF CHRIST

efigioui

Ca trtpui

Wesley Continues
Courtship Series
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MISTAKEN IDENTITY

All are welcome

The sheikhs, carrying long
rifles with bandolieis slung over
their robes, worked themselves
up to an angry bedlam.
It developed they wanted the
U.N. man of peace to lead them
into battle against a nearby
British position.

;,

Schedule of Services:

SJS’ New ’Longer School Day’
Keeps Class Utilization High
By RUTH JOHNSON

Arab American Club
Unfair to Members?

By GEORGE MARTIN

By BRUCE W. MUNN
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(UPI The ancient country of
Yemen is the Middle East’s current sole thumb.
Its 4.5 million people live in
a 75.000-square mile wedge at
the tip of the Arabian peninsula
whose arid climate and desert
wastes afford a skimpy living.
Last year, a revolution overthrew the imam who headed its
patriarchal government and replaced him with a republican
government.
The imam’s supporteis died
hard. Help came to them in their
nomadic fastenneses from neighboring Saudi. Arabia. Britain,
which controls the adjacent
Aden protectorates, is accused
of opposing the republican revolutionaries by force. The United
Arab Republic bolstered the new
government with a military contingent whose strength, by the
admission of Cairo Chief Gamed
Abdel Nasser. is 25,000 men.

a7713717.7y1""
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Zbe Cotumn

the wowing importance of evening classes. Enrollment in evening classes at SJS has almost
doubled in the last four years,
leaping from a 4904 total enrollment in the fall semester of 1958
to 8193 in the spring semester
of 1962.
Also significant, part-time students no longer dominate the
enrollment. Of the 3,000 students
attending evening classes each
night this semester, over one

half are regular day stud,

SUNDAY
V. urship Hours

8:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
9:45 eta.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Bible Study fleas
NViirehip

WEDNESDAY
St

SPECIAL CLASSES
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Sundays at 9:45 a.m.

81 North Eighth St.
Minister: Paul Oler
National Lutheran Council

St. Thomas Chapel
A

Student chapel for
ouestione, and

file doubtor,
e.rn,

WorshipSunday, 10 a.m.
Sermon: "Free From Rnligion"
Tues. 7 p.m. LSA Continues
Bible Study & Worship
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. 10-th at San Carlos
Alen Dieter Campus Pastor

4Nfir,

Canterbury
Tales
ins at San J.-,sa Sod.
REMEMBER LINT
Join us this Sunday morning
at Trinity Church. Services of:
8:00 a.m.
9.4S a.m.
11.00 a.m.
f:
At 600 p.m. of the center
:,1,4 Holy Communion according to the
:s Liturgy of the Church of South India.
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN Man
300 South Tenth

The Wesley Foundations Sunday night series on "Love, Courtship, and Marriage" will continue this Sunday with a panel approach to the subject, "Why Premarital Ethics?"
A 40-cent super will start at
6 p.m. with the program following at 7 in the St. Paul Methodist Church, Tenth and San Salvador Streets.
Included on the panel will be
Dr. Frederick Schilichting, obstetrician and gynecologist: Dr.
Robert Wilson, associate professor of sociology at SJS; and
the Rev. Benton White, Wesley
Foundation director.
Each of the panelists will approach the subject from his own
background experience.
A question and answer session
will follow the panel.
David Turner, Wesley program
chairman, invites all interested
students to attend.
The series will conclude on

March 31 with "Am I Ready for
Marriage?"
A worship service will be held
after the program at S. Lee Fos green is chairman.
- -

Roger Williams
Sets ’Frisco Trip

The annual San Frio
Tour sponsored by the l et.
Williams Fellowship ot l , oya
Baptist Church will he held tomormw.
The tour is open to anyone
interested in spending a day
meeting and exchanging ideas
with the British Consulate, the
Long Shoreman’s Union, the
American Friends Service. and
Saint Blijah’s House of Hospitality.
The group will have lunch at
Sahellas on Fisherman’s Wharf
and dine in Chinatown. There
will be a $1 transportation
charge.
Reservations may be made by
railing CY 5-2035.

First Baptist Church

the downtown church
catering to the college

Clarence R. Sands, D.D. Pastor

NAACP Rep.

Will Talk
Sunday p.m.
"The t’hristian and the
NAACP- will be discussed by
Gerald Casimere, insurance man
for NAACP Sunday night at
6:15 in the Grace Baptist
Church, Tenth and San Fernando Streets.
Bonnie Monaghan and Roger
Grande are chairmen for the
Roger Williams Fellowship meeting.
A 40-cent supper will be held
at 5:45 p.m.
Grande will speak on the

Christian obligation for racial
equality and the responsibility
of Christians to take an active
part in it.
"It has been said that 11
o’clock Sunday is the most segregated hour in America," said
the Reverend George Collins,
campus chaplain. "Unfortunately
this IS often true."
Bibles
Books
Religious Gifts

WARNER PRESS, INC.
This Best in Christian Merchandise"
96 S. 2nd

292-2353

11:00 am
5:45 p.m.
6:15 p.m.

Morning Church
Service
Supper (400
Meeting

Roger Williams Fellowship

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 East San Fernando
8:45, 11:00 and 730
Church Service
10:00 a.m. College Bible Clot
George "Shorty" Cc - John IA AM
easter
Baptist College Cr,: -

tWesley
Foundation
(Meinclist Stadal
Center)
441 South 1001
Street
J. Benton White
Campus Minister
*6:00 p.m. Supper 404 ("
rations necessary)
*7:00 p.m. "Why PreMaritei o
:A...cippa.n: et il, ,nersi ceirdpoi idcnits.o:r.u. a iscioc,,
minister

Worship Sunday
St. Fouls
First
et Si,

Sant Clara & Sth
515 1 11.10 a.m.
Donald A Getty,
Minister

10th

1100 0’
for
Minister

Jaret

First Immanuel Lutheran
(Mo. Synod)
and

3rd & San Antonio

Student Center
374 So. 3rd St.
semmer
ttttt ’tie.
I. An eseellent program sham the. oppor.
I,,, college student. ie.

At last, somebody has buttoned down the perfect collar

Sunday, March 24, at 5:45 p.m
"The Christian and the NAACP’
Mr. Gerald Casirnere and the yogi
president of the NAACP.

4:00 p.m. Worship end

Evangel Bible
Book Store

Spartan Tri-C
Wherever yOu go you look Wier In

community

8:30 & 11:00 a.m. Morning Worship
9:45 a.m. College "Seminar"
5:45 p.m. Tel -C Club
7:00 p.m.
Evening Service
195 So Second St , San Jose

1111tUirf

41,11

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30, 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
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A. J. @remitter, :aster

Sunday Mnr,ing
8:15, 9:30 1100
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SINGING SOLDATENS

SJS Symphony Orchestra
Performs Original Work
Tueselay anti Wednesday ,,
the San
flings, April 2 and
je State College Symphony
five
perform
Orehestra will
works. one of them a West Coast
premiere and another an original by a student. David Kent.
piogram will be held in
Cttneert Hall at 815 p.m. Mai
students and facLc free for all
ulty. This %yin be the first performance of their season, scheduled next to appear in May.
-Capriccio for Piano and Ch.
Ben -Haim, pet,
by
chest ’ii’
formed for the finct time in the
neotal area. and possibly in ti
United States, will feature Marlsoloisi
lyn Beebe as the piano
She will also solo in the "Concern, for Ha rpischord and
Strings’. by Bach.

chest in
(Abel
to be performed
are the as ii tire to the opera
"Oberon" by Von Weber and the
"Canon on a Ground Bass" by
Purcell.
"Capriccio" by I:en-11;11M 11.s.
0.011aliSSI.pned
jiiititly in ltinit
by the Israeli Composers Foundation and the ISI’ael Philharmonic Orchestra. It combines
the atmosphere of Levantine music with the techniques of W.’s,.
et-n composition in what h. been called
,aiarn Meditc.1;:inealt music

JUM
dents can
probability
getherness,
conformity
by the end

March 28 at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium when the
Monterey Presidio Army Language School Russian Choir appears
to sing the songs and folklore of Russia. The nationally acclaimed..
group are co-sponsored .by the Spartan Programs Committee
and the Russian Club. The choir, a volunteer arouo. is comma as

.1potlifili

IkitiFrtirwatitmetir

()penal. tonight at 8:15 in the
s’liege Theater. the Speeeh and
/mama Department’s "fledda Gal.ler- will begin its two-week run.
-HetIda Gabler," written by Henrik Ibsen in 1890, is considered by
many to he the best example of an
"Ihsenism", a play with thoughtfulness, seriousness and searehing
characterization.

Gant
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decides tin sober days and better
Lemmon melts ways. He joins Alcoholics Anonyu- ehocolate bars into mous and just about bottles hi’ , atidy alexanders, and Problem’. an a bottle holiday
However, he soon learns that his
drinking pal has a pretty large
it a small child fol- habit of her own. Like any good
..iant habit becomes loser, he joins her when he fails to
-Din in their lives
squelch her craving for the juice
several jobs ant!
After another reeling bender h.
in apartment on a-witkeS
its in a violent ward an I
aPy sauce, Leamem finally, back to trusy AA.
’11
-

Paul, Paula
Gain Success
In College

,--

Public Service Announcement
ethotilst Shrfer
Conte)

Ficking of Spring wildflowers
is punishable under California law
Keep your record clean ... buy
///,)
-7/0(tier.i

.11 South inet
Street
Renton Whlts
unpin Mm 1’

Phi Nlu
natitavil notice-stonal musk. sorotity. will hold a
reeital Tuesday night in Concert
Hall. The evening -S Program inetudes
E Patch’s ’Trio in B
Flat Major’ for flute, violin. and’
aiano, plus selections by Handel.
,zart . Itaehmaninoff. Medinet’ and Wagner.
ilach’s Trio will be performed by
Is . ren Brandon. flute; Camilla
-aitkittn. violin; and Nancy Dag1,
1\ f:m014,1 and
00-;; ;JAI ;

GETTING READY to leave for a party, George Tesman (I.) and
Judge Brack (c.) bid goodbyes to Mrs. Thea Elvsted and Hedda
Gabler Tesman (r.) during the second act of the Speech and
Drama production -Hedda Gabler" by Henrik Ibsen. The students are, from left to right, Richard Overmyer, Marion Stave.
Ray Baptista and Barbara Champion
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tlividual prizes to mut rof
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qualifying paekages by the deadline NI, deadline has Its.n set
y,I but the contest is expected
If, end sometime in May
With this new Moen’
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with an
independent. friend.
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AUTO PARKING
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Adthtional hour 101

2 qualities
Standard gas
Standard credit cards and merchants validations accepted
3 Courteous helpful attendants
2 highly skilled mechanics
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NEW MANAGEMENT

UNDER
iundoy

By the end of this decade.
family ties will be quite strung,
and more money and time will
be given to family activities.
"Instead of materialistic values. Americans will turn to intellectual activities, to experimentation and o ninety in experience to work in the public
interest, and work to the our-
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with rapidly
. expanding
11acy’s
tornia
You can’t help but grow when you work for a
growing concern. And Macy’s California is
growing , almost faster than we can keep up
with it.
Would you like a career with continual progress? Are you wiiling to work hard? Are you
willing to adapt yourself to new situations?
THERE ARE POSITIONS FOR YOU ON
MACY’S EXECUTIVE TRAINING PROGRAM IN SAN FRANCISCO.
There are seven prosperous retail stores in
the Macy’s California Division, with another
under construction and many more still to be
built. Each of these stores must be staffed
with alert et, cutive men and women. Any
major or deqri3O will be considered We’d like
to see you get to the top!
Mr. G. Luther Weibel, Vice President for Per.
coned, and Mrs. Margrrt Tucker, Personnel
Manager, will be on campus to talk with in.
*crested students about our Esecutive Training Program.
Time: 9:00 A.M.
Date: Friday, March 29.
Placement Service, Administration
Place:
Bldg.

1
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Phi Mu Epsilon Recital Set
For Concert Hall Tuesday Night

1,orrowed li-on 0 1.
pnNilletion of a ft ,...
alcerns a San Fran.laiions sharpie . Lem. gleefully sipping his
0up when a charming
’Remick; ttekles
’

\.

’I. ,u iin Sal,, L creep 111
on eat’s feet but to the flourish
of drums. Putting on is one-man
stein of great quality. Tornie
blanketed his audience with
ele,ter hanter het ween each number and by localizing his songs.
example, the old stand-by
’ The Lady is a Tramp’. didn’t
like Mdpitas because it was
cold anti damp and she thought
Ray Charles was it champ
Proving his versatility NW
p11/11eSS, TOrale took a whirl

The play is in four acts, all tuckingplace in the sitting room 01 the
Tesman home.
Dr. Paul Davee is the prortueer.
Lighting is by Kenneth R. rkirst,
costutnes by Miss Bernice Prisk,
and scenery by Jaltnes Lioi
Tickets for this evening’s and
Other performances will he on
tomorrow’s performances are all March 27. 21.4. 29 and 30.
sold, but next week still has a wide
Members of the cast are
variety of seating arrangements. Barbara
Champion
Students may purchase tickets for
Heckla Gabler Tesruan
5(1 rents, the public for $1.25 at the !Fonda
Gay Lewis
theater hos office across from the’
Miss Juliana Tesman
north wing library.
Marion Stave
Mrs. Thea Elvstdicl
’Heddit Gabler- is a realistic! Kathy Dunne
Berta
study of a waman. a selfish indi- Ray Baptista
Judge Brack
vidual who oo 1-1,1’S to test her will Jack Baker
Eilert Lovborg
and
the pistols she Richard Overmyer. George Tesnuut

A11067
.n. A*2942
is, A6453

(.4.11.14,
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Opens Tonight
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According It, the Stanford
American
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Institute,
values seem to be shifting upcc ircl as moderate groups expand.
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Mel’s Many Talents
Predicts
Value Shift ’Turn On’ Safari Room
I

ONE HUNDRED FIFTY men’s voices can be heard on campus
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Stanford

11.1,1

Sammys To Hold
’MTOH’ Sunday

Miss Beebe is currently working ton aril a Master’s thgree in
pcant, and this will he her We -
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2)44.4 Comment
It’s Like This . . .
At the risk of being accused of reaching for the crying
towel, it seems worth mentioning that apparently it’s something of an open Seds011 on Spartan Daily. hardly a day passes
that doesn’t bring a fresh criticism. To be sure, a newspaper,
be it a college weekly or a metropolitan daily.
st expect
that it will receive criticism front its readers. i:riticisms, conatructhe ones, are uelcomed. for journalism is a continuous
g situation Headers’ criticisms. if well me
lea
g and intelligent, can be an effective measurement of how well or badly
a newspaper is serving its readers.
This, we feel. is the rationale behind a column such its
Thrust and Parry. The letters that arrive from students and
facult% interested enough to comment on the newspaper indicate that they are concerned with the publicat
. The Daily
welcomes letters that point out areas of weakness for it must
be remembered that Spartan Daily is a practical laboratory
workshop in journalism. Professional standards are constantly
sought, despite the fact that every member of Spartan Dailv
staff also is burdened with other classes, term reports and
midterms.
Apparently. however, this means nothing to many persons

on this, campus who are entirely without knowledge of what
is ins olved in the production of a daily
we stress the wool
dails’

newspaper. A vast number of persons working in

many areas are concerned with the production of Spartan
Daily. They include reporters. editors, photographer*. ad personnel. photoengravers. typesetters and make-up men. It can
be seen, then, that the production of Spartan Daily requires
many persons performing many different tasks at many different times.
For the moment, though. let’s forget about this complex

production procedure and concentrate on content. What
should a college newspaper contain? Ask 1000 different persons this question and 1000 different answers will probably
result. Views differ widely on what is news. Some declare that
more national and international news should be carried in
Daily, while others maintain that only campus events should
be printed. We attempt, on Daily, to achieve a balance between these two opposing views. Admittedly, we are not always
successful.
We wish to stress again, however, that no one on Spartan
Daily is reaching for the crying towel. As men and women
seriously contemplating a career in journalism, we have come
to expect criticism each day. Yet we can fully sympathize
with anyone incorrectly represented in the press, for it shows
that further training, research and checking are called for.
Often criticism is fully deserved, but just as often it is not.
Responsibility and maturity seem to be two appropriate words
here, not only for the college or professional journalist. but
also for the so-called critic of the press. We are fully confident
that the time will never come on Spartan Daily when constructive, valid criticisms and suggestions. offered in good
faith, will not he taken into serious consideration.
To so-called "criticisms and suggestions" aimed at Spartan
Daily in other campus publications and by many campus
groups, often, we feel, sound too much like well calculated
jabs. They are not constructie, they are not well meaning
and they do nothing to aid each semester’s new Spartan Daily
staff produce a paper that will serve the best interests Of
students and faculty of San Jose State.
We feel that far too often in the past Spartan Daily has
been something of a scapegoat. a catch-all for the complaints.
grudges and misunderstandings that have occurred. To put it
bluntly, Spartan Daily has just been pushed around too much.
Perhaps it’s time for uninformed critics to take a more

educated look before they leap.

B. P.
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Yemen New
Middle East
Sore Thumb
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. . . Not Lyke This
The various sections of the Department of Journalism and
Adevrtising here at SJS usually get along pretty well. We on the
Spartan Daily realize that the Advertising Staff is by and large
finks, but they du sell the ads that put most of the paper in the
black so we tolerate them.
Similarly, we know perfectly well that the ICSJS News Staff
is bums, particularly when we get a story at the same time and
they broadcast it while we don’t hit the streets until the next morning. As with the Ad Staff, we tolerate them.
Once in a while, though, a singularly idiotic piece of inunature
journalism makes it to the light of day, and then it is time to get
serious and ask what this busines of reporting the news requires
in terms of intelligence, comprehension and competence.
The question can with benefit be asked again today, because
of a little journalistic gem which appears in the current Lyke
Magazine titled "September Deadline," by a very attractive brownhaired young lady by the name of Inger Ruud.
Unfortunately, for Lyke, attractiveness and feminine charm are
no substitutes for ability in journalism. "September Deadline,"
amply proves this, as it paints a rose-colored picture of the wonderful lack of discrimination in the SJS Greek System, and pulls
out the big black brush for a few quirk swipes at the Spartan Daily.
"For some reason," the article blandly states, "SJS’ priceless
newspaper, the Spartan Daily, unintentionally gave the erroneous
impression of classifying these two new fraternal groups by putting
a discriminating label on themas if they were exceptional curiosities exhibited in an antique shop with a sign saying: ’Look Only;
do not touch!’ You might hurt yourself if you do. It follows, of
course, that you would stay away."
"According to the Daily," it says, "Sigma Alpha Mu is a Jewish
fraternity and Omega Psi Phi is a Negro fraternity. Baloney!"
"One must admit," Lyke goes on, "that their founding fathers
were. respectively, Jewish and Negro. But who today on such a
liberal, open-minded campus as SJS, with its 17,000 intelligent,
independent thinking, cares about archaic traditions and silly rules?
One must realize that we now live in the ’modern ’60’s.’"
Yes. Lyke. that’s a good question. Who does care about such
archaic traditions and silly rules? Certainly not people like the
San Jose City Council which refused to pass a fair housing ordinance
just a few months ago. Certainly not the owners of several SJS
boarding houses who "flunked" a little test prepared last year by
the Congress On Racial Equality, where teams of Caucasian students
were shown rooms moments after Negro students had been told no
rooms were available. And certainly, certainly, not the thousands
of open-minded Caucasian Christian fraternity gentlemen who
will now, Lyke hopes, leap with both feet to welcome SJS’ two
newest "fraternal organizations."

FIRST U.N. VISITOR

The decision is largely an administrative one, meaning in effect that evening and day classes
will no longer fall under separate programs. but will be dealt
with as a single unit.
Besides preventing duplication
of administrative operation, the
(using of the two programs results in higher utilization both
of the faculty and college facilities and broadens the range of
classes to be scheduled in the
evening.
The change is an indication of

0*.

CENTRAL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
All are I, elcome

The sheikhs, carrying long
rifles with bandolims slung over
their robes, worked themselves
up to an angry bedlam.
It developed they wanted the
U.N. man of peace to lead them
into battle against a nearby
British position.

the growing irmsar.ince id es,
ning classes. Enrollment in evening classes at SJS ha.s almost
doubled in the last four years.
leaping from a 4904 total enrollment in the fall semester of 1958
to 8193 in the spring semester
of 1962.
Also significant, part-time students no longer dominate the
enrollment. Of the 3,000 students
attending evening classes each
night this semester, over one
half are regular day students.
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SUNDAY
llama

VS

Bible Study Class
Wor.ilin

WEDNESDAY

8:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

SPECIAL CLASSES
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Sundays at 9:45 a.m.
81 North Eighth St.
Minister: Paul Oler
Lutheran Council

St. Thomas Chapel
chapel for the doubter,
ouestionet and believer

A Student

Worship

Sunday. 10 a.m.

Sermon ’ Free From Religion"
Tues. 7 p.m. LSA Continues

Bible Study & Worship
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. 10th at San Carlos
Allan Dieter. Campus Pastor

Canterbury
Tales
En

pnlions at

San

Jose

REMEMBER LENT.
Join us this Sunday morning
at Trinity Church. Services at:
13.00 a.m
9 45 cm
11 00 cm
At 6:00 p.m. at the

Communion according to the
nf tIne Church of South India,
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South Tenth

Jerry Bacon. Anus:
David ’ladder]. A2512

th.
At last, somebody has buttoned down the perfect collar

Nick Johnnon, Lang
1.e% Franels..talos
Monte Iltihkin,, 517764
Ronald Taylor, A5263
Garry Ilennis..92032

Editor:
We cannot understand why the
library must be closed during
Easter vacation for the purpose

for the complete collegiate experient
worship this Sunday at

Wesley Continues
Courtship Series
The Wesley Foundations Sunday night series on "Love, Courtship, and Marriage" will continue this Sunday with a panel approach to the subject, "It’hy Premarital Ethics?"
A 40-cent super will start at
6 p.m. with the program following at 7 in the St. Paul Methodist Church, Tenth and San Salvador Streets.
Included on the panel will be
Dr. Frederick Schilichting, obstetrician and gynecologist; Dr.
Robert Wilson, associate professor of sociology at SJS; and
the Rev. Benton White, Wesley
Foundation director.
Each of the panelists will approach the subject from his own
background experience.
A question and answer session
will follow the panel.
David Turner, Wesley program
chairman, invites all inteiested
students to attend.
The series will conclude on
March 31 with "Am I Ready for
Marriage?"
A worship service will be held
after the program at. 8. 1..ef! Fos green Is

Roger Williams
Sets ’Frisco Trip
The annual San Francisco
Tour sponsored by. the Roger
Williams Fellowship of Grace
Baptist Church will be held tomorrow.
The tour is open to anyone
interested in spending a day
meeting and exchanging ideas
with the British Consulate, the
Long Shoreman’s Union, the
Amerirein Friends serviee. and
Saint Elijah’s House of I lospita I i ty.
The group will have tench at
Sahellas on Fisherman’s Wharf
and dine in Chinatown. There
will be a $1 transportation
charge.
Reservations may he made by
railing (’Y 5-2035.

First Baptist Church
the downtown church

catering to the college community
Morning Worship
It 11:00 a.m.
a.m.
College "Seminar"
p.m.
Tri.0 Club
p.m.
Evening Service
IN So. Second SC, San Joss
Clarence R. Sands, D.D., Pastor
8:30
9:45
5:45
7:00

NAACP Re
Will Talk
Sunday p.m.

"The Christian and the
NAACP" will be discussed by
Gerald Casi.mere, insurance man
for NAACP Sunday night at
6:15 in the Grace Baptist
Church, Tenth and San Fernando Streets.
Bonnie Monaghan and Roger
Grande are chairmen for the
Roger Williams Fellowship meeting.
A 40-cent supper will he held
at 5:45 p.m.
Grande will speak on the
Christian obligation for racial
equality and the responsibility
of Christians to take an active
part in it..
"It has been said that 11
o’clock Sunday is the most segregated hour in America," said
the Reverend George Collins,
campus chaplain. "Unfortunately
this is often true."

11:00 a.rn .

Morning

Church

Service
Sapper 1400
Meeting

5.45 pen.
6.15 p.m.

Roger Williams Fellowship
GRACE BAPTIST CHURC
484 East Son Fernando
8:45, II:00 and 7 30 p-
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Wetbhrealarea; we
are aware
the complications involvedtsy
moving all the equipment
great. However, there must:
in existence at least one
available to do the job a!
time that is convenient ter
17,000 students (such as beta,
the end of the semester ant
beginning of summer setio
rather than a time whith
convenient for a single tia.,
Research includes the as
ability and use of many awl,
led sources. Bow_ may a
obtainf tcompletesul)i
he
age
material Iron
he must draw is not avaiii
to him? This research e,!
the reviewing of not just a
books. Miss Joyce Barka,
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tions, slips, permits, etc.
supposedly is meant to fauiii
research during this prop;
move. It seems that this
result, however, in mass c
fusion.
Let’s see the ASH direct
forts toward the preventics
this injustice.
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Schedule of Services:

By RUTH JOHNSON
Even without the aid of daylight savings time. 8 p.m. is no
longer evening at SJS as far as
classes are concerned.
Glenn S. Dumke, chancellor
of the California state college
system, announced last fall that
the school day will officially
last from 7:30 am. to 10 p.m.
and SJS along with the other
California state colleges put the
policy into effort this spring semester.

Editor:
I am a member of the Arab
American Club. I wish to express my opinion on the club
meetings which are not fair to
all of the members.
A few of the meetings which
have been held have not been
open to some members. The
reasoning behind this criticism
is as follows: this week on
NVednesday a meeting was held
to vote on the constitution.
Most of the members who received cards to attend the meeting most likely would have
voted in favor of the constitutkin. The people who attended
were favorites of the club officers.
I wish the school would send
someone to work along with
some - of the members of -the
club who are not elected by its
members not by officers, to
change the consttiution.
I would like to know when
there is to be a meeting and
why the notices of meetings are
not published in the paper. Why
are cards not sent to all members? Is this club for some of
its members or for all Arab
American students?
I wish the school would take
some action on the conduct of
the club.
Amer Said Al-Khayat
ASII 53

moving equipment
into
C’entral Wing. After
all
North and South
Winss’h
sufficed for a year and
Is it conceivable that a t
beery staff could not Wait
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the end of the semester
te
enjoying their newly
ergo.
domain?
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SJS’ New ’Longer School Day’
Keeps Class Utilization High
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Arab American Club
Unfair to Members?

By GEORGE MARTIN

By klitrCE W. MUNN
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
The ancient country of
tUPI
Yemen is the Middle East’s current sole thumb.
Its 4.5 million people live in
a 75.000-square mile wedge at
the tip of the Arabian peninsula
whose arid climate and desert
wastes afford a skimpy living.
Last year. a revolution overthrew the imam who headed its
patriarchal government and replaced him with a republican
government.
The imam’s supporters died
hard. Help came to them in their
nomadic fastenneses from neighboring Saudi Arabia. Britain,
Which controls the adjacent
Aden protectorates, is accused
of opposing the republican revolutionaries by force. The United
Arab Republic bolstered the new
government with a military contingent whose strength, by the
admission of Cairo Chief Gamal
Abdel Nasser, is 25,000 men.

Ralph J. Bunche, the U.N.
undersecretary who was the
architect of the uneasy, 13-yearold Palestine truce agreement,
was sent to Yemen earlier this
month by Secretary-General tt
Thant. While Yemen has been a
member of the organization
since 1947, Bunche was the first
U.N. official ever to visit it.
He found strange things. He
was welcomed at Taiz airport by
a throng of thousands, chewing
narcotic leaves. Animal spirits,
mob psychology and the exhilirating green leaves produced such
a frenzy that Bunche and his
escorts were in personal danger.
It took three hours for his officially-protected car to make a
normal half-hour trip from the
airport to the city.
Later, Bunche was greeted by
a contingent of sheikhs, each of
whom exercises absolute authority over his own band of nomads.
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Gain Success
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By Henrik Ibsen

Runs Tonight and Saturday Night
Also March 27 thru 30
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HEDDA GABLER
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Phi Mu Epsilon Recital Set
For Concert Hall Tuesday Night
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The play is in four acts, all taking plare in the sitting room 01 the
Tesman home.
Dr Paul frayee is the nrortueer.
Lightkie a by Kenneth ft ,Dorst,
costumes by Miss: Bernice Prisk,
and scenery by Jasnes Lion.
Tiekets for this evening’s and
Other performances will hi. on
toninnrrr AV’S perfOrManeeS are all March 27. Da 29 and 30.
sold, but next week still has ii Wide
Yfernbers of the mist are. n:triet
of seating arrangements Barbara r ’hangrion
ns:Iindent, ntay purchase tickets for
Iferlda Gabler Trsinan
7ot cents the, ’,oldie for $1.25 rit the Iloncla
Gay Lewis
theater to, . win,’ across from the’
Miss Juliana Tesmari
1.,,rth wing librar.0.
Marion Starr’
Mrs. Thea Ehsteit.

a

n Jose

Opento:_. tonight at S
n the
n ’,liege Theater, the Speech and
I crania Department’s "Hedda Gamer- will begin its two-week run.
"Herkla Gabler,- written by Hen elk Ibsen in 1890, is considered by
many to he the best example of an
"lbseniam-, a play with thoughtfidnes!r seriotilhe;s
simrching
eharact eriza t ion.
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GETTING READY to leave for a party, George Tesman (I.) and
I ; pl borrowed Iron
The
Judge Brack (c.) bid goodbyes to Mrs. Thea Elvsted and Hedda
Miller’s TV production of a
Gabler Tesman (r.) during the second act of the Speech and
year. back, concerns a Star 1.’n- ..Cisco public relations chart .ic ¶- Drama production "Hedda Gabler" by Henrik Ibsen. The students are, from left to right, Richard Overmyer, Marion Stave,
moni who is gleefully sippini_:
Ray Baptista and Barbara Champion.
way to the top when a charioat.,
young secretary t Remick, tickies
his love bone.
I decides; on sober days and better
In short course, Lemmon melts ways. He joins Alcoholics Anonyher hunger for chocolate liars into mous and just about bottles his,
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SINGING SOLDATENS

515 Symphony Orchestra
Performs Original Work
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IsSPARTAN DAILY

I

Friday. March 72. 1963

ntay Comment
At the risk of being accused of reaching for
towel, it seems worth mentioning that apparently
thing of an open season on Spartan Daily. Hardly a
that doesn’t bring a fresh criticism. To be sure, a .
be it a college acekly- or a metropolitan daily. tr
that it will receise criticism from its readers. Criti
structise ones, are welcomed, for journalism is a
learning situation. Readers’ criticisms. if well mean
telligent, can be an effective measurement of how wt
a newspaper is serving its readers.
This, we feel, is the rationale behind a coin’
Thrust and Parry. The letters that arrive from at
faculty interested enough to comment on the new,,
cate that they are concerned with the publication.
welcomes letters that point out areas of weakness,
be remembered that Spartan Daily is a practical
workshop in journalism. Professional standards are
sought. despite the fact that every member of Sp
staff also is burdened with other classes, term r
_
midterms.
Apparently, however, this means nothing to on
on this campus who are entirely without knowlee
we stre
is involved in the production of a daily
newspaper. A vast number of persons
many areas are concerned with the production
Daily. They include reporters. editors. photograph
Bonne!. photoengravers, typesetters and make-up
be seen, then, that the production of Spartan Da
many persons performing many different tasks a
ferent times.
For the moment, though. let’s forget about it!
production procedure and concentrate on con
should a college newspaper contain? Ask 1000 di
sons this question and 1000 different answers w:
result. Views differ widely on what is news. Some
more national and international news should he
Daily, while others maintain that only campus es
be printed. We attempt, on Daily, to achieve a
tween these two opposing views. Admittedly, we ar,
successful.
We wish to stress again, however, that no one
Daily is reaching for the crying towel. As men
seriously contemplating a career in journalism, we
to expect criticism each day. Yet we can fully
with anyone incorrectly represented in the press,
that further training, research and checking are
Often criticism is fully deserved, but just as of
Responsibility and maturity seem to be two appro;
here, not only for the college or professional jo,
also for the so-called critic of the press. We are foil
that the time will never come on Spartan Daily
structive. valid criticisms and sti141e-tion, offer
faith, will not be taken into serious consideratie
To so-called "criticisms and stn4;r-tions" aime
Daily in other campus publications and by m
groups. often, we feel, sound too much like we.
jabs. They are not constructive, they are not a
and they do nothing to aid each semester’s new S
staff produce a paper that will serve the best
students and faculty of San Jose State.
We feel that far too often in the past Span,
been something of a scapegoat, a catch-all for thr
grudges and misunderstandings that have occurrt
bluntly. Spartan Daily has just been pushed arou.
Perhaps it’s time for uninformed critics to
educated look before they leap.

SJS’ New long
Keeps Class Uhl
By RUTH JOHNSON
Even without the aid of daylight savings time, 8 p.m. is no
longer evening at SJS as far as
classes are concerned.
Glenn S. Dumke, chancellor
of the California state college
system, announced last fall that
the school day will officially
last from 7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
and SJS along with the other
California state colleges put the
policy into effect this spring semester.
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Golf Course and Driving Range
Weekday student green fees $1.21
.mneinen (ram Civic Center 1 mile Eitel on McKee Road Overpass
2142 McKee Road
CL 1-1143
Lessons By PGA Professional
Tex Smith
9\9fitk

Old World Charm in Dining
LE.

America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
SUNDAY
thrsugh

THURSDAY

Don Merley
Hofbrau Band
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ONE OF THE paintings
the "Crosscurrents: 25 A

_
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cans" display currently at to,
Campus Art Gallery and re
maining until before Easter
vacation. The Gallery is open
from 10 to 3 during the week
This picture is by Robert Henri
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CONTINENTAL FOITNTAIN
Don’t wait ’HI tomorrow . . .
Come in today and try our
Fountain Specialities
. .
Delicious super sundaes
Giant botdogs and burgers
Continental breakfast
served all day
at the fabulous

Continental Cuisine
1310 Auzerais
,
/40505044440’04’,/,,,WTWoWoWe’riog,",,..."."4,5014.5.105,104\4.

$
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Photo b, Anna
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Nonfiction Sellers

0sZ

1

"Happiness Is a Vann Ptgtm .
Charles M. Schulz.
"The Fire Next Time". Jame,
Baldwin.

I
I

"Silent Spring", Rachel I

41

"The Fall of the Dyna., .
mond Taylor.

’

"The Points
R. White

SJS Coeds Tour Europe
With California Girls Choir

THE FOLK THEATRE
970 So. 1st

Spending 60 days in Europe till
far include Raquel Alvara,i,..
summer with the California’s Girk kiki Arnaud, Judi Foy. Kathu
Choir will be eight musically tal- Grigsby, Susan Howard, Lynn Miented SJS coeds.
tguel, Jeimmarie Patten, and Pam
Director of the choir, John Va7-i N’ager. Miss Alvarado toured us ill,
rh,ian, will meet with other inter- the group in 1961.
I at coeds Sunday at lertmon at 2
Music will include songs iii be
ai
he Alpha Omicron Pi sonwity languages of the countries 1111.
h. use. 408 S. Eighth St.
visit. During past tours they saw;
The group, composed of high over Radio Free Europe.
oil and college coeds, will tour
Plans for this sumtner include
I: ’land, Wales, Scotland. England, concerts. performances with other
II’’hand, German,.. Austria, Swits- choral groups, and conc,,, it I
erland, Italy and France.
Anny and Air Ft tree
Competition at the Welsh LinnThroughout the tour, the g:r1.goiien International Musical Eis- will live in private !panes.
ieddfod, a festival ot group choral
Coeds wishing 1 url her iii:
art Jttlit folk singing rind dancing, lion about the tour shmild iad
uvill highlight the tour
Lynn Miguel al 495 E
’;,i111
SJS coed, widi
.hino
i
299-7172!.

presents

Famous blues recording artist

JESSE FULLER
12 string guitar harmonica. laza

FRIDAY - SATURDAY - SUNDAY
Special Folk Music Session 8

p.m -2 a.m

likkiWM,Jor.A.,K1.Z.A.UWalikIAKAZ,
7-* \

MEXICAN FOOD

PIZZA

OUR TAMALE KITCHEN

T.,

Fri. & Sat PARTY MIES
DANCING TO THE
AdieidUati
Featuring
The Wild Bossa Nova

Combination Plate No. 5
For only $1.00 you can get a full dinner
4 tacos, Sparish rice with refried beans and a gi,Teit .0114
Corns in this weekend
.")rders to go

at no

*etre charge, of course)

0).4, Sen.-There ’NI 10 p.m.
Fei ,ed Sat. ’fil 2 oar,

ITTIMIM9tiera

Wherever you go you took better is

956 Park Ave.
293-11 01
(

:10

II k

0 N..(’.,.(1\ .410( 1.7P,

I

10\ &

-,,TTilthilt
up eenelleyst preernm

111.R1111 k \

thr

rot college etudcnii. 84 411111111,ir
TAWS.

At last, somebody has buttoned down the perfect collar

1.was

"Travels With Charles"
Steinheek.

i’

TONIGHT AND FRIDAY

The decision is
ministrative one,
feet that evening I
will no longer fal
ate programs, bu’
with as a single ,
Besides prevent
of administrative
fusing of the tw(
suits in higher I
of the faculty an(
ties and broaden
classes to be sc’
evening.
The change is.

t

the

r,he,’ of tha Arnh

garden City ...11ofirau
31 So. Ma ..... CY 7-2002
W’10(aiVell

North and South WinL
Isufficed
t eo for
uffiicedfneehabe
tha:(ti

"Crosscurrents: 2.3 Americans,"
is the title of an exhibit currently
on display at the college Art Gallery. The show consists of paintings front the permanent collection
of the Department of Arts and
,International
secneBusiness
icSMachines Corp.
The exhibition is an array of
works by distinguished painters
who depict much of what is uniquely American. It offers a panorama
of high points in American painting, surveying as it does the past
several decades of art in the United
Stales.
The show will feature paintings
Ls Robert Henri in the "Ashcan"
le, as well as works by Stuart
I his is, and soci ai commentary
paintings by Reginald Marsh.
Edward Hopper’s work, with it,
STUDENTS STUDY closely the work of Antoine Louis Bury,
"relentless light", and the sensitive
the exhibition’s opening. This watercolor of an elephant
draftsmanship of Andrew Wyeth
and many others may be viewed at the campus Art G .
will also be on display. Other paintIncluded in Barye’s show are several bronze sculptures.
ei s featured are John Mario, Og’show from 10 to 3 on
Pleissner, Max Weber. Darrel, and Hazard Dario.
Alexander Brook, Hobson
The galler is located in the Art and from 1:15 to 5 p.m. a.
Byron Browne. Chen Chi.’
iten for this days.
:mil dl

0 Rancho elepde

9 k/

IASI I 1

Editor:
T

Central Wing . After

m-h2"63IArt of ’25 Americans’
Featured at SJS Gallery

PLAY 18 HOLES OF GOLF IN 21/ HRS.
ON NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S ONLY
ALL GREEN 18 HOLE COURSE
61 PAR.

.:9)48)4I09I49/fIl9A1941\19,11W1

moving equipment
into

Arab American Club
Unfair to Members?

By GEORGE MARTIN

Snrp Thumb

It’s Like This . . .

Thrust and Parry

or column

Yemen New
Middle East II

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30, 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

r

S.

Student
Bowling
3 lines $1 ..anytime
35c a line after 6 p m
Open 24 Hrs.
7 Days A Week
TRY our

STEAK

$1.35

DOWNTOWN
BOWL

125 W. Sent, Clara St.

-

!I’M’ I

t..srit t

A. J. brornmer, Pastor

CV

4

laid

Sunday
8 15, 9 to II On
Wed. 6:45. 5 P."
Services:
Lenten
6.45 eer,ce
Student gathering after
Dir. el
R. Fiedler, Visor
R. Stuenkel.
ero’ropro’kee,ore,r,orri.o.o.

rrY

ment int,
After all
h Wings ,
ear an
It’ that th.

.1-,IridaY and Wednesday eseni,-, April 2 and 3, the San
J,,, state (*oilege Symptom,
Orchestra will perform
werks, One of them a West

.2 N.,

Friday Mal,.

SINGING SOLDATENS

SJS Symphony Orchesira
Performs Original Work

Stanford
Mel’s Many Talents
Predicts
Value Shift ’Turn On’ Safari Room

chest ra.

other

scores to Ire performed
the to,(rture to the opera
tt,,,en" by Von Weber and the
Ititallnil 14$44.1" ha,

Its 40D1 his, its
.
Knomen 0.1 ,no
.11,1/1

rrn.

I,,

1 kit

lin’

a Ingmar Bergman Film F’(,- he running four (lays straight, for
tailed yesterday at the students who have a few mid.
Theater, and within a fort- terms.
"This is an opportunity to follow
will be renight 11 of his Rims
the spiritual and filming growth
tied
According to Mason Shaw, own- of a noted master, Bergman, in
films will be run two at the creative process of the art
two nights in a row and of motion pictures," said Shaw.
ii
will hen go to the Saratoga for IThe 14 films to be shown are
Mt( $ine amount of time. This I "Torment" and "Three Strange
wiy thc two tarns will actually Loves," "Illicit Interlude" and

"Secrets of Women," "Lessons In
Love" and "Naked Night,"
"Dreams" and "Smiles of a Summer Night." -M agicia n" and
"Brink ot Life," "Virgin Spring"
and **Devil’s Eye," "Seventh Seal"
and "Wild Strawberries."
The movies started yesterday
and will go continuously in the
above order. All performances
start at 7 p.m., the first run will
he shown twice, but the companion
feature only once. Normally to see
both plan on attendinT at 7 or
around 8:30 p.m.

Hawaiian Gardens
Shows Kerr Play
This Weekend

from
barer’.
3+ the
id re.
Easter
open
week.
Henri.

lers
Sohn
Pupas.,

Carson

Back in early 19th century,
James Henry Leigh Hunt wrote
a poem, "Jenny Kissed Me," which
has since lent its title to a Jean
Kerr comedy. King Dodo Playhouse opened "Jenny Kissed Me"
last weekend at Hawaiian Gardens, with performances today
and tomorrow at 8:30 p.m.
-Jenny Kissed Me," as a poem,
was a harmless --almost childisht.,.-pe of pastoral love poem; "Jenny
Ki-s’1 Me." the play, is an almost
controversial romp through a rectory. hut a hilarious one.
Charles G. Barnes, of the ramrod back and Irish accent, plays
a crochety old priest whose serene
domain is invaded by the orphaned
niece of his housekeerwr

Singles, Albums
Selected Discs

JESSE FULLER, "The Lone Cat," appearing this weekend at the
folk Theater, shown here with guitar, foga, and the rest of his
one-man band. He is an exclusive Good Time Jazz recording
ertist. He is well known as a storyteller, as well as a singer of
old-time southern blues and iau. Fuller is a folksincicr of the
old school, having been born in the rural south.

SPA RT %sr D

Friday. March 22. 1903

Ingmar Bergman Film Festival
(

For Banjo Bligtr---"The Good
Life!" by Freddy Powers and The
Powerhouse IV i Warner Bros.
W1488( is a lot of fun for those,
who like the banjo and songs of i
eras gone by. Among the numbers
are "Bill Bailey," "Bye Bye Blackbird," "Rming Gambler" and "Toot
Toot Tootsie (Goodbye)."
Fuller, one-man band and St., is featuring Fuller for the secSelected staves "Litt le Bitty
J.
singe. of blues, spirituals, and , ond time this year. He has ap- Bilbo Abernathy Nathan Allen
jazz. will appear in San Jose at I peared in concert all over the Quincy Jones" by Sheb Wooley
the Folk Theatre on Friday and I United States and Europe. includ- IM-G-M K13125). "Walk On by
Saturday, March 22 and 23, He ing an appearance here at SYS Bobby Gregg i Epic 5-9579t, "Lila’s
will replace Rita Weill, who was last year. He is known as "The ’Theme from ’The Stripper’" by
Lone Cat," and has recorded five George Shearing (Capitol 4921).
form.’ ly scheduled to appear.
Th.. Folk Theatre, 970 S. First albums on the Good Time Jazz I"She’s New To You" by Molly Bee
label, one of which has just been Liberty 555431, "Web of Loy,
teleased.
I by Charles Pennywell with the
He plays a 12-string guitar, ’Stephen Scott Singers (Smash
narmonica. and kazoo, as well as S4794 t, "When You Wish Upon
his own invention, a fotella. The a Star" by The Crescents (Heald fotella is a string bass operated ton 45-500334.
LP’S of the Week Mono: "Cos,’
with the feet.
, Fuller was born in the deep Nueva" by Dante Varela and Hi,
south, and is considered to be one , Amigos (Rexford LPM 50141. The
’of the last of the genuine tra- title means "new thing" and Vaditional folksingers. In his youth rela and his friends succeed in
he worked on railroads, levees. offering something different in
in coal mines, cotton fields, and , percussive sound. Stereo: "Remvarious other jobs. He wandered iniscing" by Buddy Holly (Coral
’ through the south, playing the CR L 7574261. For the first litre
guitar and singing. He now use, since Buddy’s untimely death.
songs made by this inventive young
in Oakland.
The Folk Theatre serves exotic man now may be heard on recAll at
’,frees, teas. hot ((los...date. and ords. This stereo version is parcapptichino. Admission is 75 cents ticulary good because of the backThursdays, and $1 on Friday,, ing given Buddy by a musical
group called "The Fireballs."
olI Sm

Jesse ’Lone Cat’ Fuller
Featured at Folk Theater

Pizza
Refreshments
Live Music

AND DRIVE-IN

3830 STLENS
CREEK 111,VD.
V

4 1803

I

BEIM&

0
45,4 4.^I’

Ii

Smolt repoirs made while you’re in classes
4TH TiTTire’s.
s
tubes, balfrriol.
OPPOSITE COLLEGE LIBRARY
’MEM\

500,05 parking orot,lems

635 Universty Aye
Los Gatos
or cell aga+-7 4 21)0
THEATRE GUILD

* REASONABLY PRICED

H 15-16-22-23
’MISERY THEATRE
-IC AUDITORiUM

* IN PERFECT TASTE
. .

dinners and breakfasts, too!

1 7 AVE-

ROUTE 17 AT N. 1st

PH

30 P.M.

.52"
125

/4
’3" C)IMELY,0

DNS

rin
298-5000

.

Z. ;E."

PAIRIOkil
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SPAHGETTI
All You Can Eat!
with garlic bread and salad

BRIEF BAG
IN GENUINE LETHER

99’

CHARCOAL BROILED
Served with Salad
and
$1.29
STEAKS Vegetable
Baked Potato
So 7 a or to 7 p.m
Weekdays 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sun. 11 cm. to 7 p

LYN’S BAR-B-Q
311 N. lit toff Julioel

CY 7-9755
410

RicaR6o s

Atmosphere . .

.

Delicious Pizza ...
Plus

Great Jazz ...
Equals
THE PLACE TO GO

Ricardo’s
Home Delivery ’til 10 p.m.
and Food To Go

Open ,1 p.m. Daily
CY 44009

218 Willow

BRAND NEW
IN SAN JOSE

01/1.44

FULL COURSE DINNER

Clui.41)
cteak lietme
17 E. SANTA CLARA

113

CT 3-4661

,

G E
"

Plus

whole Barbecue Chicken
51.49
to take out

Isk%
0150 st4

Fabulous "50s"

BILL MANDER

* BEAUTIFULLY
PLANNED

#"

Pvrn,,n1,11,,,
7nil w Peened’
root Sevres
.2*
o
./Ite Harriet
Ste.ens Creek CH I
".0,"100A

Hondas

Priced as low as

for as little as $1.45

243-6000

-ii liii ssitti
ortc .it 7 lt and Ii
,:t1tThci
a um or change 01 ,tt1.30
per p.: ’,it lie a ill tie here U41.
(.1 Sunk!
-

carreis two very n.cely

17-Tvv-Err

H
:;rd’ing
The Gashouse ;111-Stars

;:s

a.alloince wit.,
between e mh man.ealizinv la’, sow!,
e, th, old Oand-h!,
a Tianip’ didn’t
beeatise it W’14
, and she th.etithl
wart it etrimp
o ver,a1M,y mei
IF took a tl n111 on
ER SESVMS 0.0R?7,0
of San ianc.,.-i

where you get a

Refresliment

quallr,

S

... for wedding receptions!

N ALL WEEKEND!

5

ilourt,11

WI it on,-111"In

$245

‘A.k.AULYLVAV

Live MILie 7 night a week
nig Vs Cltieago !.; le Pizza
Gourmet Dinner.

11

urf.t.r, .11

tht

up to 225 miles per 0Ilo,

Come in for breakfast this Sunday morning.
Bacon or Ham and 2 eggs, potatoes, toast and jelly for only 99c
(reg. $1.10)
Show ASB cord for this special price 7-11 a.m. only
521 W. Santa Clara
Open 24 hours

Hambone’s

%,‘ ; S. V L:. ItalkaVik.W.04 14.AW..1AialaKkialaiNklait:4)

nif 3

RESTAURANT

liter Six Years.
II e"re Conte to
Life Again!

p.m

11.5111,

52 la’f.sT 5AFTA CI 4A

I
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Sore Thumb

Dat,4 Comment
It’s Lik^ T"’
At the risk of being
towel, it seems worth me?
thing of an open season on
that doesn’t bring a fresh
be it a college weekly or
that it will receiye criticisi
struethe one-. are 5% ham
learning situation. Readers
telligent, can be an effectiv
a newspaper is serving ill
This, we feel. is the
Thrust and Parry. The le
faculty interesteil
gh
cate that they are c
’ern
welcomes letters that pain
be remembered that Spar
workshop in journalism. F
sought. despite the fact tl
staff also is burdened- vsi
midterms.
Apparently. however.
on this campus who are
is involved in the product,
’daily’
newspaper. A v
many areas are concente
Daily. They include repor
sonnel. photoengravers. ty
be seen, then, that the pi
many persons performing
ferent times.
For the moment. thot
production procedure an
should a college newspape
sons this question and 10
result. Views differ widely
more national and intern
Daily, while others maintt
be printed. We attempt. t
tween these two opposing s
successful.
We wish to stress agai
Daily is reaching for the
seriously contemplating a
to expect criticism each
with anyone incorrectly re
that further training. rem
Often criticism is fully
Responsibility and maturit
here, not only for the col
also for the so-called critic
that the time will never
structive. valid criticisms
faith, will not be taken i
To so-called -criticism
Daily in other campus F
groups. often, we feel, sot
jabs. They are not constz
and they do nothing to ait
staff produce a paper th
students and faculty of
We feel that far too c
been something of a scene;
grudges and misunderstann
bluntly, Spartan Daily has
Perhaps it’s time for
educated look before they

SJS’ Nev
Keeps CI
By RUTH JOHNSON
Even without the aid of di
light savings time, 8 p.m. is
longer evening at SJS as far
classes are concerned.
Glenn S.

or

Dumke,

chancel

the California state conc
system, announced last fall tt
the school day will officia
last from 7:30 a.m. to 10 p.
and SJS along with the ott
California state colleges put t
policy into effect this spring ,
mester.

4’.pstTA

. . . Not lyke This

’I’ "2’1’1-heater
GOOD EAT1N’ Best Fiction Sellers: ,,,,,.
i ft I y PODNAH
linlr

in,i se), moor-, J D. Satin-

TEXASSIZED
STEAKS
VISIT
OUR

Lo,iaf
Room
5:.?DN

FREE
FAitei.

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE

trt8iLit
s 1,c) 7

E

SANTA CLARA

Arab American Club
Unfair to Members?

By GEORGE MARTIN

DA11.12

ANGELO’S

Thrust and Parry

’Or Column

Guild Play, ’Othello,
Paced, Dynamic Show

stwit gullitaty.
,
Last Friday at Ow civic Audit.). but betrayeil by
"The Saal Pebbles". Richard Hum the Sim Jose Theatre Guild
Playing the difficult trole of Despresented Shakespeare’s "Othello" itemona. Carolyn Dunn made her
’.’Kenna
the young. contused and terrified
to a /war sell-out audience.
"Fail -Safe", Eugene Bunlick and
Before t h e performance, Dr. girl she was meant to he. Especial!
Harvey Wheeler
James 0. Wood, SJS professor oil ly good was her farewell to her
and Shakespeare scholar. father
’English
"Seven Days in May’", Fletcher
Joseph taasner, playing the eent ins
spoke on -Of hell,.
Knehet and (Mark,: W Bailey II.
tral tole 01 logo, did a very fine
I fora Modern Audience"
The. performanee was swiftly i.V.h. His lago was subtle, murteous.,
Mary
"The M,sm-Spinners"
paeml and forceful, building up to politic, deceptive, and mbove all a
-1i-wart
its liSt ii
iVil
the tragic climax wherein the de- t-Han who
"The M,,imtosser Vine". Jet t a spairing Othello kills himself. Of
particular interest was the use c.it
:wieton
a square, revolving stage, set well!
"A Shade of Difference’’, Allen back and allowing eontintious, tieI wary
Hon.
Ti) the nib. of Othello. Paul Pay-I Take This Land", Richard’
son I major Payson is Professor of
ell.
Military science at Santa Clara
n
One Hundred polhir Mistinder: University! brought dignity
simplicity, yet suggested early the
Robert C.,wer
possibilities iii latent jealousy and!
violent outburst a man .4 honor.’
"Triumph". Philip Wylie
- !

ENJOY THIS
WEEKEND

News of ac.
1,15 THE COLUMNS
MONDAY
tivities from the Campus Sorori.
7.00 GEORGETOWN FORUM-334
ties and Fraternaies,
"DE GAULLE: THIRD FORCE. To
"THE
provide some light on De Gaulle’s 7:30 WHERE MINDS MEET
MAN IN THE MIRROR. THE
thinking and in particular, to ezSELF IMAGE. "
plain is,s thoughts about France
II MN; 1\1;
"Third Force.’ a
and EJrope as
WEDNESDAY
the task of the panel.
"Can
5:00 DOCTOR, TELL ME
1\i)
10%1
Weight be Controlled DurBabies’
"NEWSPA7 30 FOLK SAMPLER
Pregnancy?"
ing
PAPER HEADLINES." Songs about
I 111)4lY NIT1’.
different scents making headlines 6:00-8:00 TWILIGHT CONCERT 1
Bizet; Carmen: De Los Angeles.,
in the newspaper . . . nicking of
Micheau, Et Al.
the Titanic. Galveston floods, etc.
’ 171%
THURSDAY
6:00 TWILIGHT CONCERT. Scarlet;
5:00 MEDICAL MILESTONESSELF
1 RI IPII:
Tommasini "The Good HuMEDICATION." Aside from the
mored Ladies." Concert Arts 0:.
possibility of spending money for
Robert Irving: Sibelius
chestra
useless or unneeded drugs, the
Symphony No. 7 in C Major.
real danger in solfmedication is.
Eugene
Philadelphia Orchestra
that it may delay proper treatLieutenart
Ormandy: Prokofieff
ment
. a delay that may make
Kiie Suite. Chicago Symphony Or
a successful cure difficult, if not
Reiner
chestra Fritz
impossible
TUESDAY
Vivaldi:
6:00 TWILIGHT CONCERT
THE
500 LAW IN THE NEWS
Four Seasons; Societe Corelli.
which forbids
LOGAN ACT- .
Couperin; Concert Pieces for Pi
individuals to negotiate with for.
ono and Cello: Pablo Canals, cell.
eign governments: A history of the
ist; Mieczyslaw Horuowski. pianist.
act and its applicability to the 8:15 WORLD OF PAPERBACKS
recent negotiators with Castro.,
Guest: August Heckscher. PresiSchu6.00 TWILIGHT CONCERT
dent, 20th Century Fund. Books:
mann
Quartet in E. Flat. LeonThe Human Condition. Homo Lu
ard Pennario, pianist: Eudice Shadens: A Study of the Play Ele.
piro, violinist: Sanford Schonback,
meet in Culture. The Shakespear.
violinist:
Victor
Gottlieb,
cellist
AT
can Moment.
ShostakovichAge of Gold Suite .
FRIDAY
Philharmonic Orchestra, Robert
look
5:00 BUSINESS REVIEW A new
Irving. Lint
Mephisto
at
the
Economic
Legislation passed
Philadelphia Orchestra. Eugene:
the
during
1930’s.
Orrnandy.
Haydn
7.00 GALLERY OF SHORT STORIES 6:00 TWILIGHT CONCERT
Symphony No, 99, Royal Philhe.
"THE CAT A GOLD FINCH,
723 N.
manic
Orchestra.
Si,
Thomas
AND THE STARS, Author: Luigi
Beecham.. Moment. Concerto No.
Pirandello: Storyteller: Nick Lyme
24 in C minor. Orchestra, Joseph
beris: Director: Dr. Courtaney P.
Krips:
Artur Rubenst ein,
ianist
Brooks
1 7:00 SPECIAL OF THE WEEK P
Henry Hoenigssvald, Professor of
Linguistics at the University of
Penn. Topic: "Sounds. Meaning 8
History." Dr. Hoenigswald is a
former president of the Linguistic
Society of Ame:ica (1958).
7:30 SEARCHING WORLD--"A VIEW
FROM HERE." This is
discus’
sion of Latin America between
two (2) US, erperts and the series
producer Glen Phillips. The main
These are the words spoken by Pete Za
participants are Professors Richard
after he examined the Straw Hat kitchen.
Gray and Calvin Gillman of FlorMonsieur le Curlee, this internationally
ida State University
known pizza chef who was trained on
the continent, is now making delicious
pizzas for the Straw Hat. He is temperamental, he does rule with an iron hand
but he makes the best pizzas this side
of Paris

/.7.

ize that the
Inc of the .
we are
lications
1 the equi
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an a time mkr,
for a single tin7

T.a
.1.
sake, a study iii
surprising extent t he audience
erime, to share in 1:Ago’s villainy
I, y means of his numerous asides
and monologues.
Further performanees of Othello
will be given tonight and tomorrow.
With this fine performance Si, its
credit, it is to be hoped that the
San Jure Theatre Guild will make
Shakespearean plays a regular feaNM Of its repertoire

S includes the irk,
use of many atir!..
J. How may a 51,;,
nplete
material
Iraw is Si:!
This research
ing of not just a
3S
Joyce Backus
a system of apr..3
S. permits. etc, 1,
is meant to tacilaii
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seems that this
wever, in mass cr,c
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KSIS Highlights

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK DINNER

SI.49

NEW YORK CUT
STEAK OINPILR

51.75

? the ASH (firm e
ird the preventiot
ice.

Solve Week end roi)meal problems ss.ti. 0.’
?today and Sunda,
SPECIAL BREAKFAST

Bacon. A1106I
I Hadden, .11294t
Johnson. .56183
Francis, .57206

arc i4
Steak liou$e

Hoskins, B17761

Free Parkinu

541

-

T.MCI

SPECIAL
SUNDAY
JAM
SESSIONS

!KOMI

of moving equ1lim.1,1
t
Central Wing. Atter
North and South WI:
sufficed for a year
Is it conceivable that it.,
I could not
the setnete,
their newly

Id Taylor. .53265

msdSt.

I! Hennis, A2052
)000,507.444410

ollegiate experiets
at

LOOGGO/W

OVER THE FENCE!
MAN! HOW DO
DO IT??

,

EATiNG AT
UNCLE JOHN’5
PANCAKE HOUSE!

St

(1111I(-h

:h
ege

community

vforning Worship
Seminar"
iervice
St SI- Joss
D.D. Pastor

itch 24.
an and the
:asimere and
he NAACP.

Waltz-

1,
,;.

- Morning Church
Service
Supper (40t)

13th St.
CY 5-9872

- Mertino
illiams Forziwiihip

APTIST CHURCH
San Fernando

m...x.-

Stop

in this weekend . .

You’ll

World Famous Pancakes

enjoy

Premium Ground Steak
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The program 1. ill be held in
Concert hail at 8:15 p.m. find
free for all students and faculty. This will be the first performance of their season, scheduled next to appear in May.
-Capriccio for Piano and OrBen -Haim, perchestra" by
formed fur the first time in the
coastal area, and possibly in the
United States, will feature Marilyn Beebe as the piano soloist.
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Standard gas
Standard credit cards and merchants validations accepted
3 Courteous helpful attendants
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willing to adapt yourself to new situations?
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For example, the old stand-by
The Lady is a Tramp’ didn’t
like Milpitas because it ee
cold and damp and she thought
Ray Charles was et champ.
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Date: Friday, March 29,
Time: 9:00 A.M.
Placement Service, Administration
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dy ’s 1.:, through a series
at" projectors. stopping it when,. er I found a relevant frame. -
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Manager, will be on campus to talk with interosted students about our Executive Training Program.
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PRTRAIT
O
it-. A PREF:ltd.:NT is, to quote the author,
William Manchester. "an attempt to understand and explain
a
highly complex
indiviitial
playing a unique role."
Manehesler rontiniies in his
analysis of the hook to say that
’ today’ s joralis
un
m is tomorraiw’, hist.my, . .
and
OF A PRESIDENTis

MEN & WOMEN
GRADUATES:

Mr. G. Luther Weibel,

Fidelity Union Life ssz
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0 3396 51....r.61 C..4

Book Review
On ’Portrait
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of drums. Putting on a one-rnan
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his audience woo
eleser banter between each manlier and by localizing his m.ings.

STUDENTS

There are seven prosperous retail stores ,n
the Macy’s California Division, with another
under construction and many more still to be
built. Each of these stores must be staffed
with alert executive men and women. Any
major or degree will be considered. We’d like
to see you get to the top!

11111/6
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CAPACITY

"Instead of materialistic salties, Americans will turn to intellectual activities, to experimentation and variety in eswiirk in the piii.;:,
periende
interest, and work to the pea"
soulof excellence in the public
in general." says the Institute.
The role of au amen will also
change as it is already. A
tune goes on. more women No.
;reeeive a higher ed
’ ,r, Thus. more Women Vt I
enter halm’s so-called male
fields.
As the Am e r ac a n values
change. our continent should
contain less apathy. F:veryone
should he more concerned with
the happenings throughout the
world, as
as of his eaer!i..::
ity. This is what the I’.
predicts.

THERE ARE POSITIONS FOR YOU ON
MACY’S EXECUTIVE TRAINING PROGRAM IN SAN FRANCISCO.
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By the end of this decade,
family ties will he quite strung,
and more money and time will
be given to family activities.
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Sallee the Phillip Morris C’igic
’ompanv offered a free tele’
.. the 5.15 fraternity
Hat could pool the
number of empty cigarette packages manutactured by
the Phillip Morris Co., ATO’
Jim Spear anti Bill Ayala,’ g hats. lie-en saving all that they
beg, borrow or buy. Their ,a,.1lertion of empty package’s
slowly but surely until they I. ei
nearly 100. As an added Mow.,
mem the fraternity offered in
dividual prizes to each of Ili members of the five -man tedin
that ramie up with the mod
qualify-ing packages by the deadline Nu deadline has been set
y. t lair the mattes, is expected
to mat sometime in May.
1Vith this new ineentive in
mind Spear and Aaberit,
with an
independent friend.
(Theis Philbriek, attended a basketball game at thc Cow
After the giant. se.a.
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over the fraternity men enlisted
1mil,th,.m
the aid of !Mina lel:
seiin the floor of !le 1,1-seirt.
’,nes

United
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when

The
Crea-,,s
was founded in 1951 by the present director Nicholas Vornbirn.
Russian language instructor. The
gioup originally consisted of MeV.en teachers and eight students
hut interest grew and so did the
membership. Soon there wi...
over 70 voices and they I,.
giving many benefit ioneeris
the Monterey area.
Of necessity, the men’s Hits
sian studies have a basis- military application: yet in.
dents have seen beyond sibility to the more s.... tii. o’
goal of deeper understanding bitween peoples. Thus the Moil
members ar, utilized to loans late Arael ii ,’ desire lot- lastin
iintlty am.,
men everywhere.
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Energetic ATO’s Work for TV Set
By Hunting Ciggies Packs at Palace
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Morris
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Terms:First Notional
Bonk of America

".7.7 3.’t966

in

I’ms-,14:1 Lang-U.1ga. Choi Is.

trade in your old
3-10 speed bikes
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Russ Language Choir
Set for Morris Dailey

S198.50

\ \ 11
vitiT\(,...,

at 8

Monterey Presidio Army Language School Russian Choir appears
to sing the songs and folklore of Russia. The nationally acclaimed,..
group are co-sponsored by the Spartan Programs Committee
and the Russian Club. The choir, a volunteer group. is coming as
a public service of the Army and furnishing its own transportation.
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All Canspegnole components
P ecis.on construction by little old
Italian craftsmen
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Mel’s Many Talents
Predicts
Value Shift ’Turn On’ Safari Room

chest ra
Other St,nit, It) Ix performed
are the Yet -tore to the opera
"Obeion" by Von Weber and the
"Canon on a Ground Bass" by
Purcell.
"Capriccio" by !ten -Bairn %Yu::
eonMnssioned jointly
in 1960
by the Israeli Composers Foundation and the Israel Philharmonic. Orchestra. It combines
the atmosphere of I -eva nt
int 1so- with the technique.; of Western composition in what has
i-on called "Eastern Meclitet
;earl music"

n. the
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SJS Symphony Orchestra
Performs Original Work
Tuesday and Wednesday e%.e..
San
wags. April 2 and
June State College Symphony
five
tirehestra will perform
works. one of them a West Coast
and another an orig.
by a student, David Kent.
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ROTC Drill Team
Takes First Place

Greek Club
Will Observe
Anniversary
atirese:sr:s

112nd

of

I ’enter

Greek war for independence will
be celebrated at a dance tomorrow at the Hotel Sainte Claire.
sfponsored by the Nludern Greek
Cad) tif SJS, the dance will begin
St 8 p.m. in the hotel ballroom.
GrN-ek

1’i-instil

Mboufales and

General
Mayor

Satiriiis
P..)bert

Vetch of San Jose will attend.
Dr. Norm Kos will -peak on thi
moaning of Mardi

25.

1521,

the

beginning of the Greek War Col
from

independence

the Ottoman

Empire.
_Tickets _available at the Student Alfairs Business Office. tie
Si for Atiidents and ii nuts and
$2 fur adults.
S.IS

student

at

Greek

the conunand of Cadet
T. Beiehle, San Jose
ROTC di ill team
t., victory for the third
is,’ year in St. Patrick’s
Day iempelition at Sacramento.
More than 15 marching ii nit
competed tor the honors this year.
Representing San Jose State
were: 1;ary %%mint iter. Thomas
Wat siin, Brian Ziel, Ted Davis.
Don Biondi, Phil Culease, Frank
De Marco. Al iltickabay. Art
Ilanit. .Ntlitn Miller. Al lititimoto,
Ed Nit% ier :rind commander Reich ki.
tl

the

origin

will perform Greek national songs
and (lances as part of the program.

Extramural Tennis
To Hold Meeting

the week of May 13 through Is,
ta help in the planning and arranging of the week’s program.
Help is needed in ticket sales to
the coronation bell, in the queen
For

voting and

the planning

in International Day Bazato

International

Day, planned I.

F:aeh living
1.151150 DANCE r o p entrant will attempt te
dance under the bar with Ow aid
of limbo music. The winner will
ttse woman who passes under
the bar at it, Iravest point.

feature
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17,

will

food sale in

the

Inner Quad

Ficiday.

.and, will be sold to the public
Sororities clubs, and fraternite

All coeds interested in the womextramilrut tennis program
are urged to attend the third
’meting id the semester ’Monday
at -1:1e0 psne in WGS.
Participants will compete in the
Modesto Junior College Tournament. the Ojai Valley Tennis Club
(collegiate Tourney. the Northern
tcalitornia Tourney at Stanford
and alrai 111 match,- aith Sat,
Fratuasisi State anti

lull program
ping 1)..)fig,
volleyball, I.
shufflelsia,
Lawson %.
The Sly,.
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.
urday in the W.,
4:30 p.m. Stud.,
ASB cards.

Each
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woman has five seconds to prove
her excellence in this event. The
didate for International Week.
lucks pledge, Ken Dole, will be
Students are urged to sign ii;,
blindfolded and his arms tied beVIGOROUSLY POINTING UP an argument relating to a moral
for International Week, at the
hind his back. It will be his job
value at last weekend’s Spartacamp is Mike, Hooper, publicity
.
College Union, il15 S. Ninth St.
tocitecile c -hi, is the-winner.
director for the project. Looking on is John Olsen (center)
This event
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Spartacamp director.
\i ill be kept secret until game
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Delta l’t
wot wiirth seeing
hold an opTr.
noon to 3
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Dr Stanley
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thrilled at the sai
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and
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the students’ concern with drink- hem the booth outside the cafeI
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thinking"
constructive
ions and
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if
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IDA’S New Shop
of what is right and what is
was that students think they dm
experience did not provide this for
wrong. It is uppalent that the
is Now OPEN!
he relative about their values and
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ipressures in young peeple today
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religious at the same time."
He said he thinks that a conflict
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’ international seem to affect their
When
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view
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Dinner Jackets,
Blackwell said, "In practice loyalty
tend
students
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trend.
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new.
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One case tin-plays the Spartan
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and
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nornatars service society.
of suspended by students while in
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The
lute to the Greeks" ex-1
ir ton, approveii
(II display all next
1.
VI
matt
1
.!
material dealing with le:attn.-ha,
. instead of the meehanical aspect as in the past.
Some ern icism was that
Ii aril? was too general and cop .t
, become more Specific, such as lite
iting it to values in edutat tai
. social and political ad ion, i.s.
Hoo,
If You’d Like to Know
values and the like," dannteht.
Most for your -’8
the
Get
to
Dr. Watson.
?
surance dollars, contact me
In reviewing the
Li’
lVtitson
I’ll tell you about College
ate asked to sponsor a queen Can-

DU Open

Spartacamp Rated ’Best’
By SJS Faculty Members

House

Balaturs
F1

r 414)

4;.

’!"

Education majors for exceptional opportu-

nities in challenging insurance selling work in this area.
[his job offers growth into supervisory and assistant
managership positions.

Come in for an interview on Thurs..
March 28 in Bldg. X
No appointment necessary.

Library Display
Salutes Greece.
Exhibits Shield

MOUTH WATERING STEAKS
THE WAY YOU LIKE ’EM

S1.25
SPECIALITY

A delicious charcoal broiled, choice, Spencer steak at a
low price
wonderful for students. The Spencer steak is served
w;th a crisp green salad with dressing and your choice of either
baked or french fried potatoes.
Also try our daily soeciel, cooked by a famous European
chef! Full course Lunch 95c Dinner $1.30.
IT’S LIKE EATING HOME COOKED FOOD
at the

%mew old
Colony Steak
serving students for years
195 South First Street

f
ION

Bruce
Olson*
says . .

SENIORS
IN
CIVIL ENGINEERING

A $100 A WEEK SUMMER MOO JOB
AT A NEW YORK PUBLISHING HOUSE
Universal Library paperbacks

BOOK REVIEW CONTEST

tend to tie more
II, a: ’u th,i! ,i.,;.

Crystal Creamery

for college students
OFFICIAL ENTRY RULES:
.
...i-.’-’, "it" of no more
b
cover.. j, arty one of the followir.g
Universal Library books
THE GOOL) SOCIETY (Walter Lippmann)
MEAM.IRE OF MAN (Joseph Wood Krutch)
Werer sher)
W -.-n)
"’in)
,
’
41
BtAler
THE UPPOOtED rr.
,
JOHN ADAMc r.%*
At:gag:AN REVOLUTION
(eatiier
i
THE STORY
;
’:larence Darrow)
THE SH
HERMAN MELVILLE
FOUR
.OF HENRY JAMES
THE AVi -.
NCY (Harold Laski)
U.S. GRANT ANL. Ttil AMERICAN MILITARY
TRADITION (Bruce Calton)
THE HORSE’S MOUTH (Joyce Cary)
HERSELF SURPRISED (Joyce Cary)
FRANK Et OYD WRIGHT. ON ARCHITECTURE
Ed. fly Frederick Giithe,m,
ROOSEVELT AND HOPK !NS rPobert Sherwood)
Cl) TELL IT ON THE MOUNTAIN (James Daldrun)
PUBLISHERS ON PUBLISHINri
lid. by Gerald Gross,
ONE (David Krill
EXCEPT THE LORD (Joyce Caen
COMPULSION ANC) DOUPT (Ur Wilhelm Stelrel)
rig roil OF Mlfrrr rl.r.nna,1 Cottrell;
.
, rdiF DI CINi. Id by Gerald Gross)

Weekend CoRec
Has Full Program

Shop

We will interview Bus. Ad., Liberal Arts, Econ., Speech,

OUR

Derlis
ia
Hustle,
u -u.
.1..1 11101 hisek and a paper and stiuw
i.
her head, will be judged living centi
,
ha. the best figure.
to bring Dial,.
Women
DOUGIINI’T DASII
must run 3t) yards, each 10 yards
picking up an inner tube. After
I,icking up the three tubes, each
must return over the same path.
eliniving the inner tubes where
Ii a Inunil theist.

is ill need of interested student-

contest

Spartan Women Vie
In Derby Day Events
it rdillidigd !rum Par.

International Week, planned

ivhich national dishes from every

cx
CONTINENTAL ASSURANCE CO.
Math and

, . AND FURTHERMORE’

Students Wdnted
For International
Week Activities

List on your entry your full name, class, college,
college address. plus home address. Also list name
of college bookstore. Send your entry to: Book
Renew Contest, P.O. Box 55-A, Mt. Vernon 10, N.Y.
2 All undergraduates of accredited colleges or universities in the United States are eligible to enter,
except employees and thcr families cut’ Grosset &
Dunlap and its affiliated companies and its advertising agencies.
3. Judging wilt be handled by the Reuben H.
Donnelley Corporation cot the bass
Appropriateness Clarity Freshness
No entries will be returned and alt entries become
the property of 6rnsset & Our lap.
Duplicate prizes v,:n be awarded in case of ties.
4. Contest runs from March 15 in May 1st, 1963.
Entry must be postmarked no later than midnight,
May 1st,
S. Contest subject to Federal, State and focal laws.
All pr.re winners yell be notified by mall.
FIRST PRIZE
’I Nef.i. 1,urrir,,,r job as an ass1stant editor of
11n.versal Litgairr in New York, July 1 through
August 31, 1963.
Salary $100 per week PLUS free transportation
to New York and return, and free use of dormitory
facilities at a university in New York City.
2$ SECOND PRIZES
2S Universal I u.rarv paperbacks of your choice.
2$ THIRD PRIZES
10 universal Lagar y paperbacks of your choice.

A Representative of the State of California will be on
campus Monday, March 25, to interview 1963 graduates for
employment in the following fields:

BRIDGE ENGINEERING
bridges. Employment in S.F. Bay

Design and field work on

BE NEFA CTOR, a famous PC
,
designed expressly for ot
to
Merl and sold eXclusively
lege men because college r
are preferred life Insurance
No obligation. Give me a

now.,

Area.
(Division of San Francisco Bay Toll Crossings)

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING
California Department of Water
Sacramento and Los Angeles,
(Department of Water Resources)

Manager Howard
says:

"We serve quality food at
lowest possible prices. Try our
fine food today!"

Crystal Creamery
COFFEE SHOP
711,

Smta Clara

San Joie

For work with
Resources.

growing

Employment

in

HIGHWAY AND BRIDGE ENGINEERING
Design and
field engineering for the State freeway program, Employment
State-wide.
(Division of Highways)

Sign up for interview appointment
at the Placement Office

*BRUCE OLSON
351 N. 261h Street
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 298-6031
represorit,
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
ye iusge,

Jennett’s Gymnasts Gun
For State Championships

its

San Jose State figures on plac- ing on the horizontal bar. l.riri
ing in the money in tomorrow’s Dodson, who won the tumblim

fifth annual State College Gymnastics Championships at Spartan
Gyro. Nine schools will open their
acts at 7 p.m.
Spartan coach Clair Jennett
feels the state crown will go to
one of three Southland teams:
Long Beach State. Los Angeles
State or San Fernando Valley
State.
Long Beach. who finithed eight
pointa behind last year’s titliats
frolic Sacramento State, is rated
a slight favorite, with three defending champions in the 49er
fold.
Rich Chew will lead an injuryriddled SJS squad into battle. Jennett asserts that his men are capable of finishing -anywhere from
fourth to sixth place, in a struggle
with San Diego State and Sacramento State.
San Jose’s strength was weakened last week when Jim Ettinger
broke his ankle in the final dual
meet of the year against Santa
Monica City College.
Jennett figured on Ellinger scor-

Rec
ram

-louse

CARS AVAILABLE
e
f-

.!

To Oregon
GAS ALLOWANCE
Cars also available to
Denver and New York

championship two years ago as is
freshman, has not recovered from
an early season pulled tendon,
will not see duty tomorrow.

Mike Lucia. was the 1962 aide , Friday. March 22, 1963
horse king, and could repeat if he
hits his form, according to .iennett.
Charles Allen on the trampoline.
Jon Seminar in tumbling, Dan Landers on the rings and Chew in
the all-around, should give good
accounts of themselves.
In 14 dual matches this year,
San Jose State yielded 918 points
to opposition, for a 65.5 average,
while the Spartans scored 819 for
a 58.5 average. SJS had a 5-9
season record.. Rich Chew led the Spartan
acrobats In individual scoring
With 241 points. Only a fresh Mall. Chew is alreauly rated by
Jennett the equal of Ted Carter, graduated SJS all-around
threat.
Chew averaged 17.2 points per
meet, and hit a yearly high of 24
three times. He’ll be entered in
six events at the state finale.
The state championships will be
open to the public. Admis.sion
charge is $1 for adults and 50
cents for students and children.

Call 294-4243

Cal-Hawaiians Win

fit
Rent - Sell - Buy

5,4 CIaii

Shop
EN!

WEDDING GOWNS.

Cid-Hawallana won the
lntrat,.ural basketball crown last
night la deafeating Phi Sigma
Kappa. 33-26, In overtime.

FORMALS,
ALL ACCESSORIES

Specializing in All Styles at

L’ENCORE
Bridal Rental Shop

is Forma
rn IDA’S

Hank’s Barber Shop
HENRY WATANABE
148 B. Alma
293-0705
Open Tues.-Sat. 9-6

by App’t only
Tel. 253-6164

Sri

V/ Jackets,
hirts,
rbunds,
ers,
rO

i

RENTAL
Cr 2.91::
...*WsZar

FA p

FOREIGN AUTO PARTS

Heartfelt and sincere congratulations to both sides
in the recent S.P. Railroad war. Obviously the parties
concerned were determined to avoid a strike at all costs
- nothing loco in this line of thinking - but maybe,
a headline to the great powers that, in a nutshell, a
saber rattler is nuts.
1695

W. San Carlos

293-2129
Eatco, Inc.

,111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIDID11111111111111111111111111111111111

EASTER GIFTS FOR EASTER BASKETS
Beautiful luggage, full line, all
shapes and styles $6.30 and up
Girls new spring jewelry sets - $1.35 and up

See Them at

DAHNKEN-LERMAN
Know How
your life tact me
ollegs LP,
mous
for CO’
slvely to cc
college rr,
urancer15,

o ma a

120 E.

San Fernando

(Next to

Cal Book)

297-3642

mminiminiumniiiiiiiiimminiumummuniummuminuminumminfi

EUROPE ’63
SUMMER FLIGHT
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SeAKTAN DAILY-5

Trackmen Rank High
In Nation-Wide Test

Both SJS varsity and froth spikers were strongly represented in
the year’s first release of top national track and field times,
heights and distances.
San Jose’s varsity distance relay
team of Dwight Middleton, Mike
Gibeau, Jose Azevedo and Ben
Tucker, is tops in the country, on
its 9:47.6 time recorded at the
Stanford Relays.
The tivo mile tandem of Larry
LeFall, Jim Grolithoff, Gibeau
and Tucker (7:33.1) Is third in
the nation and the 440 team anchored by Middleton is tied for
fourth at 41.14
Middleton has a 46.9, 440 rating

Spartan Mermen
Set Four Marks,
Top UOP, 54-41
San JOJC bwinuners set four
University of Pacific Pool records
Wednesday afternoon as they
splashed to a 54-41 win over the
Tigers.
The Spartans are now 6-2, having completed their dual meet
season. The only losses were at
the hands of Stanford and Foothill
two of the strongest teams in the
country.
Nick Schoenmann, SJS’ speedy
sprinter, set two of the records
Wednesday, winning the 50 and
100-yard freestyle events. Schoenmann was timed in 22.3 for the
30. and 49.5 for the 100.
Jim Spear set a record in the
200-yard freestyle, being timed in
1:34.4. The fourth record was
by the SJS freestyle relay tea of Jim Baugh, Spear, Dave C-,
bet and Pete Segues.
swimming without Schoenm;11,,,
the team finished in 324 6,

second behind Ulis Williams of Arizona State, who’s best is 46.5.
Dwight has also seared 220
straightaway in 20.8, in another
top clocking for ,the, Los Angeles
sophomore.
Ineligible FAJS triple Jump artist. Pete Datum has the best
national mark at 51-21i. Danny
Murphy’s 9:05.3 Is the second
lowest outdoor DA is mile, while
Pan American (mines choice.
Jeff FIshback is the fifth fastest
at 9:11.9.
Jeff Fishback, who’ll represent
the American Pan-Am team ii
Brazil next month in the steeplechase, has clocked 9:02.1, one sec
ond slower than Harry McCall,, national best.
Bob Lovejoy has the third high
jump (6-9’4t and Lester Bond
ranks fourth in the broad jump
25-0’a I.
Lloyd Murad and freshman
Ed Moody have the seessnd fastest 100 at 9.6, along with a pack
of others.
Tucker is third in both the mile
and 880, while Gibeau, Groothoft.
1LeFall and freshman John Garrison are in the top 11 half-mile

Pitcher Jim Visher gave up only
four hits in nine innings, but gave
up two of them, along with two
walks, in the eighth, as the University of Oregon handed the
Spartans their tenth loss in eleven
outings Nesterday at Municipal
Stadium
SJS aas nudged 2-0. as a bases
loaded single by third baseman Cal
Dean provided the 1%1111011g margin.
rt
For Oregon. It ass’, its
straight villa of the alifornia trip.
The Ducks a hipped Cal twice, and
beat Santa Clara Wednesday night.
The game marked the second
time Visher has gone the distance
in a week, lie was in fine form
striking out three batters, viti..
yvalkftig four. Of the four’ hits’ la
allowed, only one was an exti
base blast, that by shortstop
Porter.
Webfoot lefthander Lloyd Gallaher allowed only three hits in
whitewashing the Spartans. He
struck out four batters and allowed two walks. Only four SJS
players were stranded .an

Varsity Netters
Entertain Dons;
Freshmen Lose

Ferreira Pitches
Frosh to Victory

FSC Challenges
Local Golf Skein

The all -college finals of the
wrestling tournament will he held
today, beginning at 3 30 p.m.. in
, the mat room of the Men’s Gym
According to L’nruh. ’There should
be some outstanding matches."
-Alpha Tau Omega will be the
team to beat for the all -college
championship." Unreh said -They
have men in the quarmrfinals in
every weight "

Transmission Overhaul
$75.00 most makes of
cars

EXCITING VACATIONS
WITHOUT COST
:nbt.k -1

.acn

HOME Er 1-..
E D S Gawct

SERVICE

Big Auto
insarance Say flgs Announced
Women a-. wd ed men oe
21: 875 leis 412 d,uslend. eta ne
01 PA (based on current 16 pe.
cent dividend). Single men undre
25: 8252 lss $40 dividend, or net
of 5212,
810/20,000 Bodily Injury Liability: 55,000
Property Darnag and $500 Medical
Payments. Other coverages at cornParable savings. Payments can be
made one,, twic Or lour limes a
year Call or wrif for full infc
motion to George Camobe
California Casualty 11189 Alameda, S J. 244-96::

. Engine Overhaul
$75.00 and up
Valve Job
$20.00 and up
Engine Tuneup
Sct,s4aL4 on Guaranteed
FRED 8. EVERETT S
GARAGE
CY 5 t5 59

:sr S.

,552 S

JUST ARRIVED

Phi Sigma Kappa Wins;
Basketball Playoff Tied
Phi Sigma Kappa led all the’ noon today. Officials are still
way Wednesday, as it recorded a needed, he added.
37-31 victory over the Cal -HaA softball managers’ meeting is
waiians to even the intramural set for 3:30 p.m. Monday in Room
basketball championship playoff at 201 of the Men’s Gym. Unruh sae’.
The Int ra ***** ral v Iley ball
one game each.
The Phi Sigs led by as much tourinunent is riehedIlled to beas 12 points, holding a 26-16 ad- gin Stonda). All teams entered
Id cheek the lot ramil rit I
% ’int age at halftime. The Cal- sl
It aciiiians made a comeback, trail- hoard for it:tirings and informaing by only three with two and tion on the opening round games,
, a half minutes remaining, but the Unruh said.
height of the Phi Sig team paid
"If in the final three minetes, as
tip-ins put the game out of reach.
Don Shoemaker was, highpoint man in the game aith 12
naarkers for Phi Sigma Kappa.
Jim Hemphill added 10 to the
Phi Sig cause. Rill Aitberg and
Howard Kitlgawa shared honors
for the Cal-Ilawallans with 10
point% each.
Aersayling to Dan Unruh, intr, f
111111,1 I ,Itrector, entries for
and ’Ha -10(.11 ,oftball are ila

-

EXPERT
AUTO REPAIR

is re-1
San Jose Star.
turns to action Ili, .i:ic.-iiiion at
2:30. when it plays host to the
University of San Francisco on the
Spartan Courts.
According to coach Butch
korian, the USF squad is "mai
tough. This is probably the toughest team they’ve had now in the
last eight years."
USF’s only loss this season has
come at the hands of the University of California, 7-2. The Dons’
No. 1 man. Bill EaVis. won the
WCAC singles title last year. Krikorian said.
Krikorian added that SJS will
Jerry Vmom’s varsity golf tan- go with its usual lineup of Dick
dem will attempt to hike their Drake, Gordy Stroud. St illsiin
victory string to four today at San Judah, Bob Adams, Rich (laical
Jose Country Club against power,’ and Larry Draper.
ful Fresno State. Match time is
Yesterday, the freshman team
1 suffered a 7-2 setback at the hands
1 p.m.
The Bulldogs lost only one dual of visiting City College of San
match in 1962, to the Spartans Francisco. The only Spartahabe
1612-101. Larry Pape’s linkmen victories came as a result of CCSF
tied SJS. 131,13’2, in a return forfeits. No. I man Jack I.a Fever
battle, before going on to fourth came closest to victory, taking t li.
place in the West Coast Inter- first set from Rich Anderson. I.
finally falling. 4-6. 6-2, 6-2,

Incense
Tabis
Bar Stools
Tiki Masks
Wind Chime

6Cc
65c

$10.50
$2.95
V.6 5

citcp 4/-cund

and up

WePid

Vie YtypoietcPium
236 c. 9ipm cc

Z041 269S

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

$39 9

00

Total Cost
Per Person
Via Super DC 7-C Luxury Aircraft

SAVE
AT

AN ENLIGHTENING STORY

MAJOR C,1 CO. GASOLINE

1 1\ NI eels el111
ri

PURITAN OIL CO.

ineal. No .11tH -lit
1111Iss 1 Or nonrieritig
%that
Ile !sink lit,’1 11111. 111 1. 11

Complimentary IN-FlIght HO Wolf

LIFE
COMPANY

.it le:
necund
r bed
e e and shortstop
Ile an had the only ...I- I,,r,
besides Illoodgood.
S011,7%,k Il :IS desiY,natefi ton,
vatrie ,Altri San Francisco
The unit I.,
as "faintly night
family aill be admitted tor $1
he said.
In a previous meeting 1.i"’
the two teams the Gators
out on ts.p. 2-0, on a onc-IPhil M14.11%1 H11 will start oo
the minind against San Francisco
State, Sadie/al: said. The lineup
will likely Include Lou 1411111/111:
% lie, second base;
first
lien ’Likahashi. third base ;11.inill, salrrrEsErip; ifivh
de
catcher. and Phil Pruski. Miles
to, and filisodgtrird ill Elie
arid
each
hit a home run with is man on 0111 field
base, and pitcher Lloyd Ferreira Oregon
lain 090 020-2 .1
went all the way on the mound San Jose
11110 000 0110-41 3 3
Wednesday. as the San Jose State
entertains San
S:In
freshman baseball team won
fourth straight game, topping
terey Peninsula College 9-5 a
Spartan diamond.
Ferreira, who coach Bill Gustai
son calls "the Stu Miller of Ss’
Jose State." is now 3-1 for thi
year. He didn’t e.alk a single ma!
in the game.
Meyer, batting .435 and secon:.
in REtls on the team, hail four hi’
Automatic Transmission
in the game. Dave Salinero, whi.
Seals Installed. 535.00
has a .440 batting average an.!
on most cars
leaas the team in stolen bases hre,

COIN* Ed Sobczak did quite a
blt of shuffling with his lineup in
the game. Gary Gresham, alto had
seen limited action at shortstop
previously, ssas gisen it trial at
first base.
lull Elloodg00d, who had seen
limited, if any, action previously.
was given a starting assignment in
right field, and responded with one
hit in four times at bat. He hit
the ball solidly several times.
Gary Vice, who had played pria.arily shortstop and third base,
,tarted at second and later moved
I to the outfield. Gwin Boggs, a
member of the SJS basketball

Third Annual

Depart: S. F. to London - June 15
Return: Paris to S.F. - Sept. 2

OLSON

sports

Four-Hitter Not Enough;
Glovemen Lose to Oregon

*se ****** *************** *********
Your Group Organizers
Monied Partheniaden
Leogyel . 1
P,"lcsioa

y

v 1441I, Est. 2327
I hot, Est. 2540

SPACE IS LIMITED

RESERVE NOW’
Daytime: 295-40271
1:4,1.1,
Nights: CY 2-2293 or AN 4.30116
Day or Night: 354-9202

493 E. Santa Clara St, At 11th

Serving You At
Three Locations

\I

II kNt.

[MC1111.1,1.1.

and

4th & William

riliff’r

Nell.

1.d% mg

eltel

pr’s’.

nil! lLi,

iii

are

6th & Keys
10th & Taylor

Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

Occupational Therapy Club
Poll Sc! Profs Spartaguide Yearbook Positions
Prof. Amos Perlmutter Fills
Vacant for Editor, Plans Easter Party Sunday
Business Manager
P erspective Spot Tomorrow Attend Meet

ost’Alti ’ix it xis

" 19tS1

...1 III the Middle East. ’llie pro,.
.
the college ’1
%sill tw tekonsed at 1030
present Dr. Ain.,
series. v.
Perlimitter. assistant professor of lidnotivity morning over KNTV.
political science, who vvill discuss Channel 11.
changes and reNolution in military
Dr. Perlmutter plans to corngovernment and economic deelop- rnent on the problem of Possible
Arab unity Ile said he thinks such
a unity is very questionable.
A CORSAGE. . .
He will then discuss the counTHE PLEASURE OF
tries of Iraq. Syria. and Yemen
AN OCCASION
as
seen from Washington. D.C.
To make a special occasion really Also. rrotessor I"erimutter wi
special, there’s nothing like a beauti- speak on whether or not the Midful corsage for your lady. Shell ap- die East has to fear Communist
preciate your thoughfullness in providing this special touch to the eve- infiltration,
lovely (.0,10q4
n:mg Let us creat
This is the second of three pro,j.,,:ns ii, tho ,,,,,,n,i,,,,, entitled ..Hot..
to CQmplrnent
,..,tturne
prurain

on
lt,sti the Sirt5rhun and Drama TV
’,seated
..taipus

Plaza Garden Shop
Nu.J.

Stu

. . .
z:ootiottlelloteoto

.........OooVrolottieolXcittc499101091’.,01,a

5:

() L K
Cuitars-Banjos-Music
See our selection of
Martin, Gaya. and Christy instruments

BENNER MUSIC
CY 7-7417

1884 W. San Carlos

Easter and Summer Vacations

moNDAV:

PRICE INCLUDES: (ALSO SUMMER TRIPS)
I. Round trip Deluxe DC7 flight to HONOLULU.
2. Royal hiweiiis Lei Greeting.
3. Transfers from Airport to Hotel and return at Weiblii.
4. Twin accommodations at the "New Sea Shore Hotel."
S. OAHU 110 mile tour via air-conditioned Pali Cruiser,
6. Beverages and complimentary hot meals in flight.
7. Kodak Polynesian dance show, including transfers,
8. $50,000 flight insurance to all passengers.
9. Air-conditioned rooms and apartments.
10. Gala Aloha Get Together Party.
Flight via scheduled carrier operating under the C.A.B. Authority.

RESERVE NOW
CALL

Campus Tour Leaders
295-4591

653 So. I Ilk Street, San Jose, California

OR

Night AN 9-3006

DAY CY 5-4025

Spartana
CLASSIFIEDS
fa A. L

Superfluous hair removed fon
:
Nantei.e, R.E. 2IC

CaLifprnia State Per sosine I
Board Civil engineers for design
and field work in bridge, highway ,
:nal hydraulic engineering (’iii.
r.,q1.5114, ixspore.t.
The Emporium (and Tocmialy /
Business ailuattistralisin majors .ind
1114Ial arts :stators tor an execulisa
trtuning program.
Prentice-Hall Inc. Publishing
IcaAny major for sales representatives calling on colleges.
Males only.
Traveler’s Insurance Co.
Any
major, preferably with a 3.0 GPA
for management trainee in the
agency and in life, fire and casualty insurance, underwriting and
mortgage loan and claims work.
In addition, trainees for actuarial
- i stistiaticss positions. Males only.
U.S. Public Health Service rfin
logical sciences, English, journalism and public health majors along
with public administration, psy,thology, social sciences and foreign
language majors plus philosophy,
economics and political science

helor Apt. Arhnor. 2. $90 Ele::t
Sr_. 95h 55 CV 8-58E.

ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)

Want rider to Po"
,
e-: after 5 p.m. 5.38-"-,
Ride needed

or women. Ur
Atertrnent. Four men
acp5o,e0 555 So. 9th Street,
bedroom fore. apt. Near school.
7s., St.
545
iS

ml

grad.

same

Balkan Alliance
Offers Institute

so

a>

Apart. house (app.,
s
2 n

8 Un

s

a.>

".- Cr 2

’62 Corvair Monza, 2 d
rih,

ont

Po

12 Unit

Ap

1-lcJse.

36E-4289
(Redwood City)
Cali

HOLIDAY FAST SERV
Across From the Library
on 4th and an Fernando
Delicious Fish-wich
with spicy tartar sauce

39c
King Size Hamburger
"A Meal In Itself"

39c
Hot Dogs
13C
.Stitailay

Skip the sulphur and molasses -get a CHEVROLET SUPER SPORT
Sport zing applies to the Corvair Monza
Spyder, very breezy with its air-cooled 150horsepower rear-mounted engine, and 4 speed shift . Ditto for the new Corvette Sting
Hay, a magnificent thoroughbred among
pure-blood sports cars with not
a singlesacrifiee in comfort. Both
Spyder and Sting Ray come in
coupe or convertible styles. All
Chevrolet. Super Sports are like
spring daysyou’ve gut to get
out in them to savor them. So
catch yourself a passing zeph:,r
and waft on down to 0 our
Chevrolet showroom.
Opli,,,1 is ri

01

14,

14
14
14

FLORSHEIM

.

4
’ "l44

ot5

w./.

Reed, SJS Mag,
Seeks Literature
sub!

only
1717 The Alameda

Also used cars at a teal low discount.
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"Challenges to the American
Economy," will be the theme ot
the California Council for Social
Studies which will be holding is,
first convention at Yosemite N.
bona’ Park Friday this..., Ii-,1;
day.
Dr. Jack Sutherland, (issociatc
professor of secondary education.
and executive secretary of the California Council for the Sochi:
Studies, is coordinator for th,
conference.

hti- trainee programs. Citizenship required.
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Let’s Fact. It, Why Lace It

tr 234-3668
Girls of Ivy Hall

Economy Theme
, For Social Studies

Tr -C’ Club: Seminar at 9:45 am.:
evening program at 5:45 p.m.;
Third and San Antonio Sts.
MONDAY:
Women’s Recreation Atom.: VVRA
Cis un ci I meeting at 4:30 p.m..
Women’s Gym.
Senior Class: Meets in CHI50,
331r p.tu.
Chi Alpha: Phil Sondeno, San
1
Jose businessman, speaks on
"Where Ant 1 110ing?"; Memorial
Chapel. 7 p.m.
Women’s Extramural Tonally:
Meets in WGS. 4:30 p.m.

Job Interviews

April 5th to April 14th

Jack Singer
Hugh Bickle

ALCOA

Interviews are now being held in
Building X, 303 S. Ninth St., between
, 9:15 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. Appointment
lists are put out in advance. Students
are requested to sign up early.ED.

per person
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Freshman Camps
Spots Now Open
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NOW SEE WHAT’S NEW AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALERS
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